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ABSTRACT

The proposed Grasslands National Park in southern Saskatchewan

represents a unique biophysical environment that will undergo a change in

land use consequent upon its establishment as a National Park. Ranching,

which is the dominant land use in the area, will be replaced by the develop

ment of recreation facilities, including hiking trails, scenic lookouts

and interpretive facilities.

As a means to determine the impact of trails in this area, a

terrain sensitivity study of Core Area A of the proposed park was conducted.

Theodore Roosevelt National Park in North Dakota was used as a "yardstick"

to determine the environmental effects of trail use, and to develop sen

sitivity indices for land units. This area has a well developed trail

recreation environment in a similar biophysical setting as the proposed

Grasslands National Park.

As a preliminary step to developing sensitivity indices, each

study area was subdivided into land units using genetic and parametric

classification techniques. The classification systems depicted particular

land units in each study area, each of which has a particular topography,

soils, vegetation, wildlife and aesthetic resources. The parametric class

ification also served to measure and define trail impacts on each land

unit's particular components. This information then formed the basis for

developing terrain sensitivity indices and impact magnitude and importance

evaluations using the Leopold et al (1971) matrix technique.

Research results concluded that trail use does have an impact
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on the grasslands environment; the degree of impact is dependent upon

the topography, soils, vegetation and wildlife characteristics of each

land unit. In both study areas, south facing slopes were found to be

most sensitive to trail use due to unstable slopes and poorly developed

soil sand vegeta ti on. The II badl and" character of thi s 1 and unit makes

it particularly attractive to recreationists, and thus it will have to

be carefully managed to guard against impacts. Dissected uplands are

only moderately sensitive due to well developed soils and vegetation

which reduce slope instability. Tablelands, the river valley and

floodplain will have only minimal to moderate impacts from trail use.

The most suitable trail recreation areas are the river flood-

plains and north facing slopes, both of which have abundant vegetation,

relief patterns, wildlife communities and high aesthetic qualities.

South facing slopes are too sensitive to sustain intensive trail use,
•

although they are highly attractive. Tablelands and the river valleys

are not highly attractive trail areas, except as accesses to recreation

nodes (floodplain, river, interpretation areas).

The completed study is useful in a number of ways. It

provides a comprehensive biophysical resource inventory of the study

area; it demonstrates a methodology for establishing terrain sensitivity

the sensitivity of land units to trails in the proposed Grasslands

indices in a grasslands environment; and it provides a map classifying

National Park area. This, then, may be used by planners in the effec

tive design and management of trails.
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CHAPTER 1

THE' STUDY



In recent years there has been an increase in recreation

participation. This has been as a result of a number of factors

operating within society (i.e., longer paid vacations, increased income

levels, greater personal mobility, increased leisure time, and a wide

range of recreational opportunities).

Trail activities are among the increasingly popular recrea

tional pursuits. At the Ontario Trail Symposium (1973), it was noted

that, in Canada, the number of people that participated in walking and

hiking at least once in 1972 amounted to 2,964,800. The Qu'Appelle

Recreation Survey (1979), noted that 42.4 per cent of Saskatchewan

residents 12 years of age and older participated in hiking or walking.

This represented a 46 per cent increase in participation from 1969.

The lncreased participation in trail related activities has

resulted in a more intensive utilization of the environment. Intensive

use of recreation resources can reduce plant growth, destroy ground

cover, increase soil compaction, and cause erosion (Dotzenko et a1,

1967). These are symptoms of inadequate facilites and poor designs

where planning has not considered the sensitivity of the terrain

(biophysical resources such as soils, vegetation and topography).

The establishment of the proposed Grasslands National Park

will result in increased recreational use of this landscape, particularly

for trail related activities. In order to avoid the adverse environ

mental effects of trail use, a means of predicting the sensitivity of land

units in the park to trail use is required. To date, a variety of methods

of assessing terrain sensitivity to different land uses have been developed

(McHarg, 1969, Leopold et al, 1971). However, few of the models developed
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have been rigorously tested in different environments and for a variety

of developments. In this study, terrain sensitivity indices have been

developed using the Leopold et a1 (1971) matrix technique to assess

the sensitivity of land units in the proposed Grasslands National

Park to trail use.

The Study Area

The development of terrain sensitivity indices has been

applied to the proposed Grasslands National Park in southern Saskat

chewan (Figure 1). To measure environmental change from trail act-

• ivities and to formulate terrain sensitivity indices, Theodore Roosevelt

National Park (Figure 2, map pocket) was used as a test case. This

area provides actual information on trail impacts which may be applied

to the proposed Grasslands National Park. The relative location

of the two study areas is shown in Figure 3.

The proposed Grasslands park boundaries encompass 360 square

miles of land between 49° and 49°241 north latitude and between 107°81

and 107°451 west longitude. The park area is divided into two major

blocks containing three core areas; two core areas straddle the French

man River downstream from Val Marie and the third covers the Morgan Creek

area adjacent to the International Boundary and the town of Killdeer.

Within these boundaries research was concentrated in Core

Area A (Figure 1 and Plate #1), encompassing 41.4 square miles of land

on the Frenchman River near the town of Val Marie. It is this core

area in particular that will undergo major environmental changes

consequent upon the changes in land use from agriculture to national
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park status.

Within the study area climatic conditions playa major role,

influencing biophysical and socio-economic conditions. Cold winters

.and .hot summers with low precipitation rates are characteristic of

the area. Under such semi-arid climatic conditions the dominant

,land-use is cattle ranching.

The core areas of the proposed park are composed of a variety

of landscapes. The Frenchman River Valley which dissects the west

block of the park and the Killdeer Badlands in the east block form

unique landscapes in the three core areas. These landscapes are the

result of glacial and post-glacial erosion processes which have mOdified

the terrain into gently and strongly rolling hills, badlands, till

plains, meltwater-channels, coulees and buttes.

The natural vegetation is characterized as mixed prairie

grassland (Coupland, 1973). In the upland areas (tablelands leveling

off at elevations of 884 to 950 meters), species of spear grass

(Stipa comata), wheat grass (Agropyron spp.), and june grass (Koe1eria

cristata) are interspersed with blue gramma (Bouteloua gracilis)

and various sedges (Carex spp.). Along the floodplain of the Frenchman

River are shrub-grassland communities consisting of sagebrush (Artemisia

�), wheat grass (Agropyron spp.), spear grass (Stipa comata),

wild barley (Hordeum jubatum) and rose (Rosa spp.). The riverbank

supports a shrub community of willow (Salix spp.). red osier dogwood

(Cornus stolonifera) and western snowberry (Symphoricarpos occidentalis).

Trees are found only in the moist locations, such as in the draws and
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coulees of northeast facing slopes; aspen and an understory of shrubs

are typical of such locations.

Common native fauna include the mule deer, antelope, prairie

chicken, hawks, eagles, prairie rattlesnakes, Nuttall's cottontail,

Richardson ground squirrel, coyote, red fox, bobcat and badger. Some

of the fauna such as the prairie falcon, ferruginous hawk, sage grouse

and black-tailed prairie dogs are rare species unique to the grasslands

environment. The establishment of a grasslands park and, subsequently,

environmental protection also raises the possibility of re-introducing

the black-footed ferret, and northern kit fox to the grasslands. Both

Q·f these animal species have been extirpated in the area by human activity.

The study area has a long and varied history. Remnants of

teepee rings, warholes ("war trenches" used for battle), arrowheads and

other cultural artifacts depict something of the history of the

Plains Indians. Evidence of Metis hunters, traders, North West Mounted

Police and settlers, all of whom were attracted to the area in the latter

19th and early 20th centuries� may be seen in the old forts and settlement

buildings in the area.

The grasslands of southern Saskatchewan form a unique bio

physical and cultural environment worthy of preservation. The sensitivity

of this ecosystem makes it very susceptible to environmental degradation

if proper land management policies are not employed. This study of terrain

sensitivity of the grasslands to trail use has provided a tool for managing

unique natural entities of Saskatchewan's grasslands. Further, it has provided

a case study for the development of methods dealing with the environmental

impact of recreational development on an areal (landscape) basis.

- 4 -
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The terrain sensitivity study of Core Area A of the proposed

National Park is a means for assessing the impact of trail use in the

grassland environment. It also provides a comprehensive analysis and

inventory of landscape components (soils, vegetation, topography) to be

gauged for sensitivity, and which may be used for resource and recreation

management.

Research was carried out in two stages. The first stage was

essentially a resource inventory whereby information was collected on

biophysical resources ( topography, soils, vegetation, resident wild

life and landscape aesthetics). Aerial photographs were used to

initially delineate land units within Core Area A of the proposed park.

Subsequent field research and analysis was used to further define land

units and trail -sensitivity for the proposed Grasslands National Park.

and Theodore Roosevelt National Park.

The second stage of the research was an evaluation of terrain

sensitivity of particular land units to trail use using Theodore Roos

evelt National Park as a test case to predict trail sensitivity in

the proposed Grasslands National Park. Slopes were measured to in-
!

dicate the susceptibility of certain topography to trail use. Soils

analysis indicated the sensitivity of different soil types to tramp-

ling and compaction. Identification and description of plant species

and communities on and adjacent to trails served to distinguish the

relative resistance of plant species to trampling. A survey of res-

ident wildlife was used to define sensitive wildlife habitats which

could be affected by trail use. Evaluation of aesthetic landscape quali

ties provided for an optimum aesthetic experience for the trail user and
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ensures that this will not be destroyed by development. Each of these

components was thoroughly analyzed within each land unit as a means to

measuring the sensitivity of respective land units to trail activity.

The sensitivities of these components within anyone land

unit have been combined to give an overall sensitivity value for each

particular landscape unit. Numerical indices have been used to express

these evaluations. Sensitivity analysis expresses the capability

of each land unit within Core Area A to support trail activity. This

information is displayed in matrices depicting sensitivity indices

and also on a base map of the study area. The base map is a comprehensive

and easily communicable means of presenting environmental sensitivity

information. This information may be used to effectively plan and

manage recreation in the grasslands.

In order to evaluate the predictive ability of the sensitivity

analysis for trail recreation in the study area, part of the Theodore

Roosevelt National Park, located in North Dakota was used as a test

case _(Figure 2, map pocket). This park has a well developed trail

recreation program within a grasslands environment. By analyzing landscape

components (soils, vegetation, wildlife, and aesthetic quality) of areas

traversed by trails in this park, the impact of trail recreation on the

environment is assessed, and the results applied to the proposed Grasslands

National Park.

Summary

The major objective of this study was to undertake a

terrain sensitivity analysis in Core Area A of the proposed Grasslands

- 6 -
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National Park in southern Saskatchewan. Biophysical information was

gathered and interpreted for this park area, but, to ensure an

appropriate interpretation and a logical basis for the indices developed,

biophysical information relative to recreational trails in Theodore

Roosevelt National Park was also collected and used as a "qu ide ' and

.a "ya rds t i ck ", 'The completed study is useful in a number of ways;

it has provided the first comprehensive biophysical resource inventory

of the study area; it has demonstrated a methodology for establishing

terrain sensitivity; it has provided a map classifying sensitivity;

and it should be of use to researchers and planners in the development

of physical plans for the proposed Grasslands National Park, as well

as providing a model with application in environmental studies.
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CHAPTER 2

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDIES

IN CANADA



In recent years there has been a growing recognition that the

earth's resources are limited. Exploitation of resources without due

consideration of environmental impacts has resulted in the disruption

of biophysical processes intrinsic to ecosystem equilibrium. In

development, environmental management strategies must be reconciled

with economic and engineering considerations in order to ensure a high

level of environmental quality.

One method of integrating environmental considerations into

development projects is through environmental impact assessments.

This involves the identification, assessment and evaluation of the

environmental effects of potential human actions. Such assessments

may also weigh the positive and negative effects of alternative scen

artos as a means to ensure optimum environmental considerations.

Environmental impact studies have been used in a variety of

landscapes to assess environmental sensitivity to human actions.

However, there have been no such studies conducted pertaining to trail

use in mid-latitude continental grassland areas. Consequently, no

accurate prediction of the impact of trails on grassland environments

is available.

Concern for environmental quality in Canada began in the late

1950's. As the Canadian public became more cognizant of environmental

issues public and political groups began to intervene in development

projects; the Spadina freeway development in metropolitan Toronto

in 1971, defeat of the winter olympics proposal in Banff National Park

in 1966, controversy over pollution of the Great Lakes in 1968 and

coastal oil spills in the early 1970's are examples of public concerns

and interventions in environmental issues.

- 10 -
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The need for environmental controls and management of

resources initiated the design of methods to assess environmental

impacts. Many of these methods are specific to particular projects

while only a few appear to be widely applicable. Methods which may

be used in a variety of situations include those developed by

,Hills (1961), Leopold (1969), McHarg (1969), Leopold et al (1971),

Krauskopf and Bunde (1972) and Dee et al (1973).

A widely applied method for rating environmental impacts

is the use of two dimensional matrices such as that proposed by

Leopold et al (1971) for the United States Geological Survey (Figure 4).

This technique is a checklist method designed to examine a wide range

of impacts on the ecological, physical, social and aesthetic aspects

of the environment. The total impact is described in subjective terms

by assessing the magnitude of the impact (extensiveness based on a

scale of 1 to 10; 1 indicates least impact, 10 greatest), and the

importance of the impact (the degree of significance of an action on

the environment, again on a scale of 1 to 10). The importance

rating requires a greater value judgement by the analyst than does the

magnitude rating.

The main advantage of this system is that it is adaptable to

a variety of land-use actions. It identifies and rates project

impacts, and it provides a communicable display format. The basic problem

with this method is the inability of the matrix format to depict

interrelationships that develop between human actions and the consequent

environmental effects; it allows cross checking only in a linear

fashion within the matrix. Only primary or immediate impacts are considered,

J
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while secondary and economic impacts are not considered. Assessments

made with this method are also subjective as the assessor is free

to develop his own evaluation scale.

Another method was proposed by Leopold (1969) in his study

of potential hydro-electric sites in the Hell's Gate Canyon in Idaho.

, Three categories of factors were selected including physical, biological,

and human use and interest factors. Landscape aesthetics were also con

sidered as an important factor in measuring the quality of a site. Factors

within each category were evaluated for site uniqueness on a scale of

to 5; the uniqueness value is defined as the ratio reciprocal of the

number of sites sharing that particular characteristic. The sum of the

uniqueness ratios for a site gives the total site uniqueness value.

Results are quantified and easily measured using quantitative information.

However, the method was specifically developed for a hydro-electric

site project and is not easily adaptable to other areas.

The use of mapping overlays to identify environmental impacts is

another widely applied method (McHarg,1969, Dooley et al,1974). This

technique involves superimposing maps with different types of information

(Figure 5). In formulating a regional development plan, McHarg (1969)

used map transparencies to identify the scenario with maximum social

benefit at least social cost. The method employed an inventory of

climate, historical geography, physiography, hydrology, soils, plant

association, animals, land use, and aesthetic features classified as

"unique sites". The data was interpreted with respect to the uniqueness

of resources. This was reconstituted into a value system from which land

- 13 -
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use capabilities are shown on transparencies. The superimposed

transparencies of different land uses give an indication of land use

compatability; a dark composite indicates least social value and

therefore highest impact.

The overlay system has advantages over Leopold�s (1971)

matrix technique in that it assesses the interaction of more than

one variable by using the composite map. It is also easy to under

stand, flexible to most situations, and relatively easy to undertake

if resource information is available.

However, McHarg's system is limited by the lack of provision

for accurate quantification of impacts. It indicates varying degrees

of land use compatability and capability, not specific environmental

effects from an action as is the case with the Leopold matrix. This

presents a serious problem in identifying and rating environmental

impact. A great amount of time and money is required for data base

collection if it is not readily available. The overlay system may

also become confusing when a number of transparencies are super

imposed as color tones may add together to become clear or black

with no intermediate color.

Krauskopf and Bunde (1972), employed an overlay technique

using computer mapping. Environmental data was fed and stored in the

computer on a grid system of one kilometre square cells. Impacts

were evaluated either by noting impacts in the cells or by a program

identifying the scenario of least impact. This approach was initially

- 16 -
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applied to highway projects. The technique requires a great amount of

data and is only applicable to well-defined areas with concentrated

impacts. The computerization of this method allows several alternative

weighting schemes to be used in presenting a graphic representation of

impacts and alternatives.

The use of comprehensive checklists of environmental charac

teristics and impact indicators to assess development impacts have

also been widely applied (Dee et al, 1973). The Batelle Columbus

Laboratory (Dee et al, 1973) identified four categories of environmental

concerns: ecological� physical/chemical, aesthetic,-and human

interest/social concerns. Each category contains a number of

components composed of parameters. Each parameter receives an index

of environmental �uality, a value function and an impact indicator

(the difference between the states with and without action). The

impact of each alternative scenario is calculated by adding the

weighted sums of the impact indicators of components. This technique

is more accurate compared to overlay methods or the Leopold matrix

due to its comprehensive quantitative impact analysis. It also

provides a prediction of magnitudes differentiating between states

with and without action. The major disadvantage of this method is

that it requires a great deal of time, money, manpower and computational

resources.

The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in the United States

(Washington Environmental Research Centre, 1973) designed an environmental

quality rating system in an attempt to quantify human and natural

- 17 -
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values comprising the environment. Numerical values are assigned

to environmental and human resource category elements which are then

r?ted according to their potential for interaction, visual impact

and the extent of their impact as a result of varying conditions.

The system was first applied to a river basin study and

has since been applied in three different environments; a small city,

a suburb and a rural area. It is found to be best applied on a

community or small scale as opposed to a regional scale. As is the

case with other methods, this technique suffers from subjectivity

in that values are assigned arbitrarily by the researcher without

reference to user preference. The strength of the system is its

ease of application, establishing a frame of reference and providing

information which is easy to communicate. It also provides for feed

back by allowing a re-rating of proposed activities to check direct

and indirect impacts caused by the activity.

In Canada, there are several examples of environmental impact

assessments which have used the methods previously discussed. At the

James Bay Hydro-electric development (Duffy, 1975), the environmental

impact of the project was assessed using the Leopold (1971) matrix

technique. The study described the required and proposed actions and

then predicted ecological impacts and necessary mitigative measures.

It resulted in an overview of impacts in the region. The adapted matrix

was used to illustrate the project actions and environmental charac

teristics susceptible to impact. Numerical magnitude and importance

- 18 -
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ratings were not made. However, four levels of significance (important,

moderate, milnor and temporary) were used in a limited evaluation to

indicate the degree of impact.

The Kananaskis Highway, a 700-mile all-weather highway in

Alberta, was the subject of an environmental impact statement (Duffy,

1975) The impact of a 30 mile section of highway was assessed using

the Leopold (1971) matrix. All impacts were numerically rated in

terms of magnitude and importance. However, primary or direct impacts

were described by sections of development and thus it was not possible

to integrate or show the cumulative impacts of the entire corridor.

In recent years, numerous environmental impact statements

have been filed in Saskatchewan. Examples include the Churchill

River Study (1976), the Cluff Lake Uranium Development (Stearns,1976).

the Poplar River Thermal Power Project (Saskatchewan Power Corporation.

1977), and the Nipawin Hydro-Electric Project (Saskatchewan Power

Corporation, 1977). The Nipawin Hydro-Electric Project and the Poplar

River Thermal Power Project environmental assessments were studies

which used matrices to predict impacts. The matrices depicted the

interaction of project actions and the environment; cultural, biological

and physical/chemical elements were considered as categories of impact.

Based on anticipated interactions, three different levels of impact -

major, minor and insignificant effects - were predicted. Necessary

measures to mitigate impacts were also discussed.

The method used in these studies is less subjective than

the enlarged Leopold matrix in that it is reduced to consider only
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those actions and environmental components pertinent to the project.

However, the use of the terms major, minor, and insignificant to de

fine impacts is confusing, making 1t difficult to accurately gauge

or understand the degree of impact by a particular action.

Summary

In recent years the environmental assessment process has

played an increasingly important role in identifying the impact of

human actions on biophysical and social aspects of the environment.

Methods such as those proposed by McHarg (1969) and the Leopold et

al (1971) are widely accepted techniques for measuring environmental

impacts in a variety of situations' and landscapes.

There have been no environmental impact assessments of

recreational use in mid-latitude continental grasslands. Such an

assessment is warranted in the proposed Grasslands National Park

to ensure environmental considerations in the development process.

The Leopold et a1 (1971) matrix technique, reviewed in

this chapter, was applied to the grasslands study area to evaluate

terrain sensitivity to trail use. This method was particularly well

suited to this study for a number of reasons. The matrix was reduced

to consider only a single action (trail recreation) on environmental

components specific to the grasslands. This reduced the subjectivity

of this method as compared to the enlarged Leopold matrix. A quanti

tative impact assessment was produced which made it more useful than

overlay methods. Quantitative assessments were readily made based on
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the terrain analysis, and displayed in a matrix format for accurate

interpretation and communication of results. The matrix technique

does not require a great deal of time, money or computational resources

as do other quantitative methods. It is best applied in preliminary

assessments of environmental effects (Heer and Hagerty, 1977), as was

the case in this study. Finally, the quantitative evaluations which

resulted from this study can be easily applied to the planning and

design of trails in the proposed Grasslands National Park.
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CHAPTER 3

THE STUDY AREAS



:roduct ion

To evaluate and assess the impact of trails on grassland

lironments, two study areas were chosen. In Canada, the proposed

lsslands National Park was evaluated as to its potential susceptibility

trail use. Theodore Roosevelt National Park was used as a test

;e to assess the potential for trail impacts in the proposed area.

Each study area is unique in its own setting. However, the

�ironments are very similar with respect to climate and biophysical land

ape characteristics. The information collected to describe and define

ndscape units is necessary to ensure that terrain units in the two study

eas are comparable. The landscape inventory is directly used in the

nsitivity evaluation of the grasslands landscape to trail development.

oposed Grasslands National Park Study Area

The proposed Grasslands i�ational Park is situated in southern

skatchewan on the Canada-United States border. The park is divided

to an east and west block; the east block is located in the Killdeer

ea; and the west block straddles the Frenchman River southeast of

1 Marie (Figure 1). The study area lies within Core Area A of the

st block, just southeast of Val Marie.

The study area and west blQck are poorly accessible to

creationists. Highways 4, 13, and 18 are highways leading to Val Marie

d the west block. However, there are few access roads which actually

netrate the proposed park area.

The region surrounding the study area is sparsely populated.
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Introduction

To evaluate and assess the impact of trails on grassland

environments, two study areas were chosen. In Canada, the proposed

Grasslands National Park was evaluated as to its potential susceptibility

to trail use. Theodore Roosevelt National Park was used as a test

case to assess the potential for trail impacts in the proposed area.

Each study area is unique in its own setting. However, the

environments are very similar with respect to climate and biophysical land

scape characteristics. The information collected to describe and define

landscape units is necessary to ensure that terrain units in the two study

areas are comparable. The landscape inventory is directly used in the

sensitivity evaluation of the grasslands landscape to trail development.

Proposed Grasslands National Park Study Area

The proposed Grasslands National Park is situated in southern

Saskatchewan on the Canada-United States border. The park is divided

into an east and west block; the east block is located in the Killdeer

area; and the west block straddles the Frenchman River southeast of

Val Marie (Figure 1). The study area lies within Core Area A of the

west block, just southeast of Val Marie.

The study area and west b l cck are poorly accessible to

recreationists. Highways 4, 13, and 18 are highways leading to Val Marie

and the west block. However, there are few access roads which actually

penetrate the proposed park area.

The region surrounding the study area is sparsely populated.
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Population centres in the region (with their-distances from the proposed

park) include Swift Current (population 14,923 - 122 kilometres),

Shaunavon (population 2,236 - 115 kilometres), Ponteix (population 768 -

73 kilometres), and Val Marie (population 261 - 5 kilometres). Major

population centres such as Moose Jaw (population 34,300) and Regina

(population 159,474) are 293 and 364 kilometres distant, respectively

(Saskatchewan Health, 1979).

There is also a paucity of recreation opportunities in the

;urrounding region. Along Highway 13 there are numerous regional parks:

)ine Cree Regional Park, consisting of three units, is 130 kilometres

lorthwest of the proposed park area; Notukeu Regional Park is

75 kilometres north; Lac Pelletier Regional Park is 98 kilometres north.

"he nearest provincial parks include Cypress Hills (194 kilometres we s t )

lnd Saskatchewan Landing (170 kilometres north). The major reasons

'or the paucity of recreation facilities is the arid climate,

bsence of recreational water bodies, and sparse population of the region.

- 23 -
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The proposed Grasslands National Park has a long and varied

istory. During the 18th and 19th centuries several Indian tribes

nhaoited the area. These included the Gros Ventres, Plains Cree,

\ssiniboine, and the Sioux. Exploratioll and settlement by the white

�an dates back to 1857 when Captain John Palliser, a British explorer,

vias commissioned to evaluate the capability of the area for

sett 1 ement. By 1873, the a rea had been surveyed by the North Allle ri can

\



Boundary Commission. Actual settlement of the grasslands did not

begin until the early part of the 20th century. In 1901, the first

settlers began to arrive and the influx continued until 1931. From

1931 to 1940 there was a rapid decline in population as a result

of the depression. The decline in population has continued at a slow

rate to the present time, except for a minor increase in 1972, due to the

lack of social and economic development in the area. (Loveridge and

Potyondi, 1977).

The dominant land use in the grasslands area has always been

cattle ranching. Cattle companies and large ranches first came to the

area in the early part of the 20th century. The more notable ranches in

•

the Val Marie district included the Turkey Track Co. (1907), Bill Huff

(1907), the Circle Diamond (1908), T-Down Bar (1902) and the "76" Ranch

(1910), (Val Echo, 1955). Rancning has maintained its status as the major

income producer in the area to the present time. The production of grain

crops has been limited as a result of the area's susceptibility to drought.

The Climate

The climate of the study area is a semi-arid, mid-latitude

continental type. It is characterized by extremes of short hot summers

and long cold winters. Table 1 shows seasonal temperature and precipitation

characteristics collected from the meteorological station at Val Marie.

July is the hottest month with a mean daily temperature of 18.8° C,

While January is the coldest month with a mean daily temperature of

-14.2° C. The average annual precipitation over the 20-24 year period

was 29.7 centimetres.
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PROPOSED GRASSLANDS NATIONAL�ARK

TAGLE 1

Averages based on available climatic data for.years between 1941 and 1970

(Unpublished Dep a r tmen t of Tourism and Rend';lable Resources Report 1977)
..
_----_-------

Jan. Feb. t"lar. Apr. �lay June Ju1v Aug. Sep. oer. Nov. Dec. Year
,(

-
'·lean daily

-6.3temperature -14.2 -12 4.0 10.2 14.7 18.8 17.6 11.6 5.3 - 3.7 -10. 1 3

(Celcius)
'·1ean max imum ,

temperature - 7.6 6 . 16 11.4 18.3 22.6 28 27 20.8 14. 1 3.16 - 3.5 10.7
(Celeius)
'·1eanminimum
temper e tu re -21 -18.8 -12.8 - 3.4 2.05 6.9 9.6 8.2 2.2 -3.4 -10.7 -16.8 - 4.8
(Celcius)
"lean tota 1
precipita-
Ntion (em) 2 1.7 2 2.3 2.81 5.89 3.9 2.9 1.77 1. 29 1. 65 1.5 29.7
(J1

.

'�ean

snm/f�J� )
20.0 19.05 20. 7.36 .50 0 0 0 0 4.06 14.9 17.5 103.3

'·lean

rainf111 )
.02 '0 .02 1. 65 2.76 5.89 3.91 2.92 1.77 .914 .152 0 20

em

==ofdays
vJitilmea s ur-

able prec. 7 6 6 5 .7 10 7 6 5 3 3 6 71

:=of days
\·,ith meas-

urab1 e s n a vi 7 6 6 1 * 0 0 0 0 1 3 6 30

:#of days
\./ith meas-

urable rain * 0 * 4 7 10 7 6 5 2 * 0 41

�of d3yS
\./ith fro s t 31 28 30 23 11 1 * 1 10 24 29 30 21B
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The frequency and distribution of precipitation is highly

variable. Nearly two-thirds of the total amount falls during the

period from May to September, and the maximum precipitation is received

in June (Chakravarti, 1972). The major climatic characteristic of the

area is its susceptibility to drought (Finley and Renaud, 1973).

Drought periods of 35 or more days may be expected annually.

Borchert (1950) noted· that the frequency of drought is correlated with

the interaction of three air masses: a cold dry air mass descending

from the North Pacific; a warm moist air mass from the Gulf of

Mexico; and a pacific air mass of dry cool air. Interaction of the

three air masses governs the frequency and distribution of precipitation.

Drought periods are also correlated with the displacement of the

precipitation belt northward, caused by the intrusion of the Pacific

high pressure cell. This results in subsidence and air mass stability

in the study area (Chakravarti, 1972). Warm dry weather is also induced

by strong westerly winds, which have a pronounced effect in winter

months when they take the form of warming chinooks.

Winds in the study area are predominantly from the west.

Figure 6 shows seasonal wind roses for Rockglen, located in the same

physiographic region (the Great Plains Region), approximately 120 kilo

metres east of Val Marie. Environment Canada officials stated that

wind conditions in both areas are similar. The wind roses indicate

mean wind speeds and the percentage of time winds occur from any direction.
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6.9

SPRING (Mar-May)
Mean 5.9 m/s

Calm 0.3%

SUMMER (Jun-Aug)
Mean 5.3 m/s

Calm 0.5%

FIGURE 6

SEASONAL WIND ROSES

ROCKGLEN SASK. (1971-1973)

N

S

AUTUMN ( Sep-Nov)
Mean 6.0 m/s
Calm 0.2%

S

WINTER (Dec-Feb)
Mean 6.3 m/s
Calm 0.3%

Wind roses indicate that winds in the proposed Grasslands
National Park are predominantly from the west and northwest.

/
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Geology

Saskatchewan is divided into three major physiographic units:

the Canadian Shield, Central Lowlands and Great Plains Region.

The study area is located in the Great Plains Region along the

southwestern edge of the Wood Mountain Upland. It is best described

.

as an elevated upland dissected and modified by erosion into rugged

valleys, ravines, sharp crests, pinnacles, mesas and buttes, collectively

referred to as badlands.

Most of the proposed park area escaped significant glacial

modification during the Wisconsin phase of the Pleistocene ice sheet.

The last glaciers which retreated from the area 15)000 years ago had

only a minor effect on the landscape leaving a thin mantle of

glacial till (Figure 7), much of which has been removed by erosional

processes. The peculiar glacial history and subsequent late glacial

and post-glacial erosion have resulted in a relatively unique landscape.

It lacks the undulating open terrain characteristic of the prairies

as well as other glacial features with the exception of a thin

veneer of glacial till.

The Frenchman River is a misfit stream contained within the

walls of the Frenchman Valley. It flows in an east-south-east direction

from Val Marie to the United States/Canada border. The river drops

vertically 60 metres over a distance of approximately 60 kilometres

from Val Marie, in the vicinity of the study area, to the International

border.

The river, together with its tributaries, have severely

dissected and modified the landscape into its present form. Fluvial
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FIGURE 7: Geology of the Proposed Grasslands National Park Area

Frenchman Formation -

(0-40 m thick)

West Frenchman River
Va 11 ey

814 m

731 m
Bearpaw Formation

(0-418 m thick)

Milk River Formation

305 m L- �

Scale 1; 76,000 meters

SOURCE: Whitaker, S.H. Geology and Ground Water Resources of the Wood
110un ta in Area (72G). Sas ka tchewan 1967.
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landforms are well-developed along the river and include oxbow lakes,

natural levees, point bar deposits, cutbanks and the floodplain.

Tributaries of the Frenchman River have been responsible for eroding

much of the till, exposing bedrock outcrops and dissecting the

uplands into a "badlands" landscape. A noticeable characteristic of these

outcrops are small areas of grey or brownish clays supporting no vege

tation but having small crystals of selenite on the surface (Department of

Tourism and Renewable Resources, 1967). The crystals sparkle in the

sunlight and are noticeable at a distance.

Geological formations in the study area are of the Upper
• Cretaceous and Tertiary periods. Travelling from west to east, the

exposures of geological formations are encountered in the following

order: Bearpaw, Eastend, Frenchman, Ravenscrag and Wood Mountain

Formations (Saskatchewan Tourism and Renewable Resources, 1976). This

is also the order of deposition -- the Bearpaw first and the Wood

Mountain Formation last.

The Bearpaw Formation was laid down approximately 66 million

years ago during the upper Cretaceous epoch of the Cretaceous period.

It is a marine deposit, composed of non-calcareous silty-clay shales.

Local deposits of bentonite concretions, sandy shale zones and sand

beds are evidence of this formation in the study area.

The Eastend Formation is a continental deposit of the Upper

Cretaceous epoch. It is composed primarily of fine grained sand

and silts. Local carbonaceous deposits are found in the upper portion,

and calcareous deposits in the sand.
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The Frenchman Formation is a continental deposit also of the

Upper Cretaceous epoch. It is composed of coarse grained sandstones

with interbedded shales. Local deposits of bentonite zones, carbon

aceous zones and calcareous zones are prominent in the area.

The Ravenscrag Formation is a continental deposit laid

down during the paleocene epoch of the Tertiary period. It is made

up of interbedded layers of sands, silts, clay and lignite; the

lignite coal is mined in the prairies, particularly in the Estevan area.

The Wood Mountain Formation is a continental deposit laid down

during the Miocene Epoch at the Tertiary period. Quartzite and chert

gravel are interbedded with sand, silt and clay forming local deposits

of conglomerates.

One other formation, the White Mud Formation, occurs in a

few places between the Eastend and Frenchman formations. Characteristic

of this formation are areas of white clay along the Frenchman River.

The study area contains a variety of landscape units, each one

characterized by a particular topography, soil type, vegetation and

wildlife. Generally, however, the area is situated in the brown soils

zone, characteristic of the short grass and mixed grass prairie regions

of Saskatchewan. The light-colored soil is associated with a low

nitrogen content (.10-.24%), resulting from the arid climate and sparse

vegetation cover (Coupland, 1973). Soils are not highly productive and

are best suited for producing native and tame species of forage plants.

Lack of soil moisture and adverse topography preclude highly productive

soils. These factors have resulted in a classification of areal soils

as 115TW" by the Canada Land Inventory; 115" infers that soils are
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severely 1 imited, "T" adverse topoqrapny , and "W" soil moisture deficiency.

Vegetation within the study area is of the mixed prairie

association, one of four types of natural grassland recognized by

Coupland (1973) in western Canada; tall, mid and short grass species

comprise the other three associations. In the mixed prairie dominant

plant species are grasses co-existing with monocots, such as sedges

and rushes, herbaceous forbs and small shrubs. Shrubs and trees

are restricted to depressional areas, coulees and riverbanks where moisture

is most abundant.

Climax and sub-climax vegetation communities - the Stipa

Bouteloua-Agropyron and, secondly, the Stipa-Agropyron community are

dominant in the upland areas. Sub-climax communities include the flood

plain shrub, marsh, eroded grasslands, alluvial flats, upland depressions,

saline areas and riverbank vegetation (Department of Tourism and

Renewable Resou�ces Report 1976; Abouguendia and Coupland, 1977).

A number of rare species have been recorded from the area

including Bessey's locoweed (Oxytropis besseyi), smooth Boisduvalea

(Boisduvalia glabella), Linanthus (Linanthus septentrionalis), mountain

everlasting (Antennaria dimorpha) and Stephancomeria runcinata - all

of which are herbS; and the red three awn-grass (Aristida longiseta)

and squirrel tail (Sitanion hystrix) (Maher et al, 1979).

Vegetation communities and their topographic situation are

given in Table 2. A complete list of vegetation collected as part

of this study is given in Appendix A.

Land units within the study area include upland areas, eroded
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Vegetation
Type

_)
TABLE 2

Land Units Defined by Vegetation
and Topographic Situati2ns

Proposed Grasslands National Park

Dominants Topography Soils

1. Upland
Grass

2. Saline
Land Veg
etation

3. Flood
plain
f�a rsh

4. Upland
Marsh

5. Eroded
Grass
land

6. Flood
plain
shrub
(3 com

munities)

7. Tree
shrub
grass
Complex

A. �!j�9:�Q�!�lQ��:�grQQYrQD Gently to strong

Stipa comata, Stipa spartea, ly.rolling ter�

Bouteloua gracilis, Agropyronra1n
dasystachyum, A. smithii,
Koeleria cristata

B� §!i��:�g�Qe��Q�
similar to above exclud
ing Bouteloua sp.

r�odera te to

strongly roll ing
dissected land

Sarcobatus vermiculatus, Atrip- Depressed to level
lex nuttallii ,Agropyron smithii ,(floodplain and
Poa spp., Hordeum jubatum, meltwater chann-
Spartina gracilis, Suaeda dep- el)
ressa, Chenopodium salinum.

Carex atherodes, C. rostrata,
Eleocharis spp., Beckmannia
syzigachne, Scirpus validus,
Typha latifolia, Juncus bal
ti cus

Similar to preceding types

Juniperus horizontalis, J.
communis, Calamovilfa longifol
ia, Sacrobatus vermiculatus,
Gutierrezia diversifolia, Phlox
hoodii, Stipa viridula, Opuntia
Polyacantha, Artemisia cana,

Eriogonum flavum, Muhlenbergia
cuspidata, Agropyron dasystach
yum, A. smithii, Koeleria cris
tata.

1. Salix interior, S. petiolar
is, S. bebbiana, Shepherdia
argentea, Cornus stolonifera

2. Symphoricarpos occidentalis
Rosa woods i i

3. Artemisia cana

Located out of the study area

in the eastern extremity of
the park

Level to depress
i ona 1

Depressional in
moraine land
scape

Steeply sloping
badlands

Variable topo
graphy

Variable

Chernozemic
(Haverhill
loam)

Solonetzic of
variable tex
ture

Regosolic to

gleysol

Chernozemic
to gleysolic

Dissected
plateau com

plex of var

iable tex
ture

Regosolic to

gleysolic

Regosolic

Source: Abouguendia, Z.M. and R.T. Coupland, 1977.
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badlands, dissected slopes, the Frenchman River Valley complex, and the

river floodplain. Figure 8 is a cross-sectional display of land units

north and south of the Frenchman River. The upland areas are charac

terized by knob and kettle topography, where soils are moist and better

developed (chernozems) as compared to eroded areas. Climax azonal

vegetation communities - Stipa-Bouteloua-Agropyron and Stipa-Agropyron
- are dominant in the upland areas (Abouguendia and Coupland, 1977).

The Stipa-Bouteloua-Agropyron is best developed on intermediate slopes

with moderately drained soils. Dominant grasses include needle grass

species (Stipa comata and Stipa spartea), wheat grass species (Agropyron
I smithii, Agropyron dasystachyum), blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), and

June grass (Koeleria cristata). The Stipa-Agropyron community differs

from the Stipa-Bouteloua-Agropyron community by its location in less

xeric sites. Dominant grass species are the same as in the Stipa

Bouteloua-Agropyron type, although spear grass (Stipa comata) and western

wheat grass (Agropyron smithii) are less abundant relative to porcupine

grass (Stipa spartea) and northern wheat grass (Agropyron dasystachyum).

The high relief moraine uplands do not constitute critical wildlife

habitats. However, they contribute habitat for species living throughout

the valley complex (e.g., antelope, mule deer, coyotes) (Saskatchewan

Tourism and Renewable Resources, 1976).

Eroded badlands include the dissected valley walls on either side

of the Frenchman River Valley. Only a thin mantle of glacial till covers

the surface. Erosive forces have precluded mature soil development

and regochernozemic soils are dominant. In a number of areas erosion
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has entirely removed the soil exposing the underlying bedrock.

Vegetation in the eroded grasslands is generally sparse, limited

by poor soils and steep topography. Abouguendia and Coupland (1977)

noted two distinct vegetation sub-types in the eroded grasslands:

A badland type on the southeast part of the east block, and the dis-

sected upland and meltwater channel types associated with the Frenchman

River. The latter area ;s of particular importance to this study.

Common vegetation species in the eroded grasslands include: creeping

juniper (Juniperus horizontalis), sand grass (Calamovilfa 10ngifolia),

greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus), common broomweed (Gutierrezia

diversifolia), moss phlox (Phlox hoodii), green needle grass (Stipa
..

viridula), prickly pear (Opuntia polyacantha), silver sage, hoary sage-

brush (Artemisia canal, yellow umbrella plant (Eriogonum flavum)�

prairie muhly (Muhlenbergia cuspidata), umbrella plant (Eriogonum

glabellus), sedge (Carex spp.), rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus),

northern wheatgrass (Agropyron dasystachyum), june grass (Koeleria

cristata), bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi), knotweed (Polygonum

�), iron plant (Happlopapus spp.), western wheatgrass (Agropyron

smithii), awned northern wheatgrass (Agropyron albicans), and low

juniper (Juniperus communis).

The slopes of the valley walls form an important habitat for

many wildlife species, including mule deer, antelope, white-tailed deer,

rattlesnake, coyote, bobcat and sharp-tailed grouse. (Sask. Tourism and

Renewable Resources, 1976). Such wildlife is characteristic of meltwater

channels and coulees of the dissected slopes, which lead from these
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areas to the Frenchman River. The browse along the slopes form a critical

habitat for mule deer, golden eagles, ferruginous hawks, prairie falcon,

and turkey vultures, who use the steep slope walls for nesting areas.

The Frenchman River Valley ranges from one to three miles wide

and is more than 200 feet deep in places, running for over 45 miles.

It contains a valley complex, saline areas, active floodplain, and

erosional and depressional features. Soils are chiefly regosols, with

gleysols present in depressional areas of the floodplain; the former

are weakly developed soils consisting only of parent materials; the

latter (gleysols) are chiefly composed of organic and mineral surface

horizons. Mitchell et al (1944) classified soils in the valley complex

as alluvium soils of variable texture with poorly drained subsoils.

The active floodplain vegetation is dominated by woody plant

species, consisting of buffaloberry (Shepherdia argentea) and willow

(Salix spp.) in large stands. Dense mixed stands of rose (Rosa woodsii),

snowberry (Symphoricarpos occidentalis), Manitoba maple (Acer neaundo)

red osier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera) are species of local importance

along the river channel. On drier sites above the active floodplains

relatively dense stands of silver sage (Artemesia canal occur.

Abouguendia and Coupland (1977) recognized three distinct

floodplain shrub communities along the river. The first community

consists of tall shrubs: Willow spp. (Salix interior, Salix petiolaris,

Salix bebbiana), buffaloberry (Shepherdia argentea) and red osier

dogwood (Cornus stolonifera). A low shrub community is the second type,

dominated by shrubs such as snowberry (Symphoricarpos occidental is)
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and rose (Rosa woodsii). Important herbaceous species include:

canescent goldenrod (Solidago canadensis), western wheatgrass (Agropyron

smithii), smooth aster (Aster laevis), green needle grass (Stipa viridula).

The third community, a low shrub community, occurs on somewhat drier

positions above the active floodplain. Silver sage (Artemesia canal

is a dominant species within this community.

The entire Frenchman River Valley �as been identified as a

critical wildlife habitat (Saskatchewan Tourism and Renewable Resources,

1976). The extensive grassland is an important antelope, mule deer and

white-tailed deer habitat. Woody vegetation, particularly silver sage,

ts critical to these habitats. Pheasant, sharp-tailed grouse, sage grouse,

burrowing owl, heron, pelican, cormorant, Canada goose, golden eagle,

prairie falcon, turkey vulture, ferruginous hawk, rattlesnake, prairie

dog, coyote, bobcat and wood rat are important wildlife species in the

valley-floodplain community.

Extensive portions of the Frenchman River Valley are heavily

used by antelope and sage grouse. The valley contains eight sage grouse

"strutting grounds II within 113 square miles (Saskatchewan Tourism and

Renewable Resources, 1976). The prominence of dense silver sage communities

on the valley floor is a key factor in preserving these habitats. Prairie

dog towns are also located on the valley floor and sixteen active towns

have been recorded. Active colonies are co-inhabited by burrowing owl

and prairie rattlesnakes. Large cottonwood trees in the valley are used

as nesting sites by the ferruginous hawk and golden eagle. Cottontails,

jackrabbits and bushy tailed wood rats are also part of the wildlife

community on the valley floor.
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The entire study area is highly recommended for preservation

in its natural state (Saskatchewan Tourism and Renewable Resources,

1976). Many species, including the antelope, sage grouse and prairie

dog, rank very high on the regional scale of importance. The exis

tence of these habitats is ensured and perpetuated only because of

the complex relationship between topography, vegetation and climate.

In the park area, many species of animals have been ex

tirpated. These include such mammals as the plains bison, black

footed ferret, kit fox, plains wolf and plains grizzly. The black

tailed prairie dog colonies are the last remaining colonies in Canada.

Re-establishment of extinct species such as the kit fox and black

footed ferret will depend upon the continuation of a healthy prairie

dog population. An annotated list of wildlife species in the proposed

park area is given in Appendix B.

According to the Canada Land Inventory, the area is severely

limited in terms of waterfowl production, adverse topography, and limited

marsh edge preclude production of waterfowl habitats. Ungulate

production is only slightly limited (3Wc AD). The area has significance

as a winter range (W) on which animals depend, particularly the

antelope and deer. Climate (c) is the only limiting factor to un

gulate production.

Recreation

The recreation potential of the area is moderate to moderately

low (Canada Land Inventory); 5 OMP along the river area; 4 QLV on
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upland areas. Class 5 lands have a natural ability to engender and

sustain moderately low annual use based on dispersed activities.

Opportunities for viewing upland wildlife (0), water based areas (M),

and areas exhibiting cultural landscape patterns (P) are notable

recreation activities well suited to the grasslands area.

The upland areas are classified as Class 4 recreation lands

(ClI). Such areas exhibit a variety of topography and land-water

relationships which enhance outdoor recreation. Hiking, nature study,

and aesthetic landscape appreciation are recreation activities well

suited to upland areas.

The scenic and recreation qualities of the area offer a new type

of recreation experience not found in other areas of Canada. Excellent

opportunity exists for experiencing unique Saskatchewan qualities -

a natural prairie landscape, prairie dog colonies, badland topography,

and a wilderness recreation experience. A complete system of trails

and interpretive facilities would offer visitors to the area a natural

and unique opportunity to experience part of Saskatchewan's natural,

historical and cultural landscape.

Presently there is no defined trail system in this area.

The only trails are those made by cattle and wildlife near the river and

on the uplands. Wildlife trails may also be found in the coulees of the

dissected uplands.

It is important to note that consideration needs to be given to

the impact of any type of land use in the grasslands. Abouguendia
and Coupland (1977), in a preliminary vegetation survey of the proposed
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park area, stated that it is important to know the effect of intensive

use of portions of the grassland landscape for such human activities

�s treading, camping, hiking and picnicking. They further stated that

the natural grassland in southern Saskatchewan is very sensitive to

trampling, �nd that it is necessary to know how much traffic the vegetation

can sustain before denudation and erosion occur.

Theodore Roosevelt National Park

Location

Theodore Roosevelt National Park is located on the Little Missouri

River in western North Dakota. The park is composed of three units:

the south unit_near Medora in Billings County; the north unit near

Watford City in McKenzie County; and the Elkhorn Ranch unit midway

between the two'larger units (Figure 9). Together these units cover

. .

285 square kilometres of badland topography, consisting of a maze of

caryons, coulees and grassy uplands. The study area was confined to

trail areas in the south unit near Medora.

The south unit is accessible by a major east-west route, Inter-

state 94, and one major north-south route, U.S. Highway 85. These

highways connect Theodore Roosevelt National Park with other major

recreation sites such as Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park and

Yellowstone National Park. U.S. Highway 85 is a north-south access

route to Saskatchewan, Canada, the Black Hill� of South Dakota, and

Rocky Mountain National Park. The park is also accessible by Greyhound

buslines and air travel.
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The region in which the park is situated is sparsely settled

and located a great distance from large metropolitan centres -- Minnea

polis-St. Paul and Denver are approximately 960 kilometres away.

Regional population centres closer to the park include Bismark-Mandan

(45,800 - 208 kilometres), Minot (34,200 - 246 kilometres), Dickinson

(13,000 - 58 kilometres), Belfield, North Dakota (1,130 - 30 kilometres),

and Sidney, Montana (4,543 - 110 kilometres). The total population

of North Dakota is 618,000 as of 1970, while that of Montana is 695,000

(Theodore Roosevelt National Park Master Plan, 1973).

Within a l60-kilometre radius of the park there are over 150

recreation sites administered by either federal, state or local

entities, consisting of 4,970,702 acres of land and water. Important

recreation areas include: the Garrison Reservoir, the Oak Reservoir,

Fort Peck Reservoir, Camel Hump Reservoir, Patterson Dam Reservoir;

the Des Lacs, Lake Zahl and Smoke Creek National Wildlife Refuges;

the Makashika and Medicine Rock State Parks in Montana; the Grand River

National Grasslands in South Dakota; and the Lewis-Clark Trail.
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History

In the long and varied history of the region, various Indian

tribes inhabited the area, including the Mandan, Crow, Cheyenne, Gros

Ventre, Assiniboine and the Sioux. The Mandan were the most prominent,

being mainly farmers. During the late l800's the Sioux reached their

pinnacle of power. This resulted in their conflict with the American

army whereupon they fled to the Wood Mountain area of Saskatchewan.

The area was alternately held under the control of French and



Spanish imperialists during the eighteenth century. However
,

the French missionaries and fur traders had the most influence

'on the regional native inhabitants. The United States finally

acquired the area from France in 1803 as part of the initial explor

ation and settlement of the United States interior. Such famous

explorers as Lewi� and Clark, John James Audubon, George Cathem,

Carl Bodmar and Prince Maximil1ian of Weid visited the area in

their explorations of the western United States.

The westward extension of the North Pacific railroad

opened the way to permanent settlement and growth of the cattle

industry. The Marquis de Mores, a famous foreign speculator and cattle

rancher, settTed in what is now Theodore Roosevelt National Park.

His famous house, the Chateau de Mores, is a historic monument still

standing near tbe pa�k.

Theodore Roosevelt, after whom the park is named, first

came to the badlands in 1883. His interest in the region initiated

settlement and development of the cattle industry. Growth and

development of the region continued until the depression of 1930,

when much of the area was retroceded to the government.

The park was first designated a National Wildlife Refuge

in 1946. One year later, in 1947, an act of congress formally

established Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park in commemoration

of Theodore Roosevelt, twentY-third President of the United States.
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Cl i rna te

The climate of Theodore Roosevelt National Park is very similar

to the proposed Grasslands National Park in Saskatchewan. Theodore

Roosevelt National Park is also a dry, mid-latitude, continental, semi-

arid climate. The average annual temperature is 5.3°C with the warmest

month, July, at 20.8°C. Extreme temperatures of greater than 37°C are

not uncommon (Table 3).
l

Annual precipitation ranges from 355 millimetres to 406 milli-

metres, slightly greater than that of the Saskatchewan study area.

Seventy-five per cent of this precipitation is received during the

• growing season from April to September, occurring primarily during in

frequent thunderstorms. Only 25 per cent of precipitation falls as

snow annually. (Theodore Roosevelt National Park Master Plan 1973).

As in Saskatchewan, North Dakota's climate is affected by four

major air masses. The continental polar and maritime polar air masses

are both dry air masses. Two moist air masses, one in the Gulf of

Mexico and a dry air mass originating in the centre of the United States,

are particularly effective during the growing season.

The climatic effects of the westerlies and the extension of the

Pacific high pressure cell also affect the climate of the park area.

Drought periods are not uncommon during summer months as the high

pressure cell displaces the precipitation belt northward. During winter

months, the chinook effect of the westerlies helps to moderate winter

extremes, resulting in relatively warm winters (Stewart, 1974).
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TABLE 3

Theodore Roosevelt National Park
24-Year Average Weather

(1978)

Average Average
Maximum t4i nimum Average Average

Temperature Temperature Temperature Precipitation
Month {DC) (DC) (DC) (cm. )

January - 4. 1 -19.4 -12.2 1.3

February -16 14.6 - 7.2 1.1

March 4.6 - 9.6 - 2.7 1.4

April 13.8 - 2.4 5.5 3.-5

May 20.9 4.5 12.7 5.6

June 25.6 9.3 17.5 9.7

July 30 11.6 20.8 5.2

August 30.3 10.8 20.6 3.8

September 23.2 3.4 13.3 3.4

October 16.8 - 1.5 7.6 1.1

November 6.4 - 8.2 .8 1.0

December .4 -14.6 7.5 .. 9
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Average annual precipitation 38.8 cm,
.

.

Average annual temperature

Geology

The origin of this landscape may be traced back to the late

Cretaceous period, about 70 million years ago (Schoch, 1974). The

area was subject to an errati c sequence of orogeni c events, lithe

Laramide Orogeny", punctuated by intervals of inactivity spanning

millions of years. This persisted into the Paleocene epoch, and all

of the rock strata now exposed were deposited during this period,

70 to 55 million years ago. The thick sequence of continental deposits

is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10

Theodore Roosevelt National Park
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Not all of these deposits are exposed in the area. The Cannonball

Formation, which marks the transition from marine to terrestrial

deposition remains deeply buried. The Tongue River Formation is only

barely evident in the south unit of the park, while the Sentinel Butte

Formation caps the high plateaus.

Above the Paleocene strata remnants of the Eocene and Oligocene;'

epochs lie unconformably upon older formations. The youngest rocks in

the area belong to the White River Formation of the Oligocene age,

about 35 million years ago. These rocks cap the prominent buttes in the

south unit of the Park.

The existing landscape is primarily the result of fluvial erosion

which began in the Paleocene Epoch and has continued to today. The

Missouri River, which flowed north across this region, and its tributaries

have reduced the surface of the great plains to its present level.

The origin of this landscape contrasts with that of the Saskatchewan

grasslands. Glaciation had little influence in carving the landscape

of Theodore Roosevelt National Park. Its only influence was during

the Wisconsin glaciation, about 25 thousand years ago, when ice damned

the valley of the Little Missouri forming a large lake. Glacial debris

deposited at the mouth of this glacier has since been eroded away by

the Little Missouri River.

The eroding effect of the river is clearly evident in the broad river

terraces which mark the extent of the old valley floor. These terraces

are situated several hundred feet above the river. Broad alluvial

plains, flood plains, arroyos, and extensive rilling and gullying are

further evidence of the effects of water erosion.
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Soils

Soils in Theodore Roosevelt National Park are developed under

a semi-arid, continental climate with vegetation composed primarily

of mid and short grasses. These soils are dark brown soils in comparison

to the brown soils of the Saskatchewan study area. The dark brown

association consists of well-drained loams, clay-10ams, sandy-loams,

and si1t-:oams, with a fairly thick dark brown surface layer. Compared

to the brown soils of southern Saskatch�wan, dark brown soils have an

increased content of soil organic matter as a result of more favour-

able climate and denser vegetation growth (Moss, 1965).

Vegetation

Theodore Roosevelt National Park is located in the "mixed grass"

region of the northern Great Plains. This resembles the study area

in the proposed Grasslands National Park; however, a difference does

exist due to the increased precipitation in North Dakota. A slight

increase in annual precipitation has allowed tall grass species, big

b1uestem (Andropogon gerardi), porcupine grass (Stipa spartea), and

tree species, Rocky Mountain juniper (Juniperus spp.), aspen (Populus

tremuloides), cottonwood (Populus angustifolia) and green ash

(Fraxinus campestris) to thrive.

The variety of topography and soils promotes several different

plant communities varying from grasslands on the flats to north slope

woodlands, and desert shrubs on south-facing sopes. Vegetation sub

zones within the park are depicted in Figure 11.
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FIGURE 11
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Native short grasses are the dominant ground cover in the badlands,

particularly on the upland plateaus and other well-drained areas. In

the coulees and ravines the soil retains enough moisture to sustain

larger plants such as willows and cottonwoods. In smaller tributary

valleys, box elder, green ash, wild plum, wood's rose, and sagebrush

are prominent.

Vegetation types in the park have been described by Hanson and

Whitman in Stewart (1974) (Table 4). This description include� both herb-

aceous plants and woody vegetation components, and their relationships to

topography and soil conditions. Table 4 is also useful for understanding

land unit characteristics in Theodore Roosevelt National Park .

•

Wildlife

Within Theodore Roosevelt National Park there is a great

concentration of animal life owing its existence to the profuse

assemblage of vegetation which thrives in the semi-arid plains. Today�

the park is said to be at a point of wildlife population equilibrium.

Table 5 is a chart depicting potential wildlife habitat ecosystems

( S tewa rt, 1 974) .

The park has excellent capability for ungulates which thrive

in controlled numbers in the park. Mule deer, white-tailed deer, prong

horn antelope, and bighorn sheep graze the grasses, shrubs and forbs.

The bison is another herbivore introduced into the park in 1956.

Presently, 285 bison roam freely in both the north and south units

of the park. The resident population of carnivores includes: coyote,
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TABLE 4

Vegetation Units
Theodore Roosevelt National Park

- Type SoilsDominants Topography

Herbs:

Grama-tvluhlego
Sedge type

Western wheat

grass-grama
sedge type

Little blue-stem
type

Sand grass
type

Sagebush type

Sa 1 t grass
wes tern whe a t

grass type

Salt grass -

Alkali r�eadows
type

Buffalo grass
type

Big blue-stem
type

[Bouteloua gracilis,
Stipa comata, Carex

-filifoliaJ

[Bouteloua gracilis,
Agropyron smithii,
Carex filifolia]

[Andropogan scopar
ius]

[Calamovilfa longi
folia]

[Artemisia cana]

[Oistichlis stricta,
Agropyron smithii]

[Oistichlis stricta,
Puccinellia nutt

a11iana]

[Buchloe dactyliodes]

[Andropogon gerardi]

Upland plateaus
to gentle upland
slopes

Long gradual
slopes, valley
fi 11 depos its

Steep slopes

Sandy ridges and
hills - residuals

Flats along
streams and in
va 11 eys

Moderately low
stream terraces
subjected to

flooding

Low stream terr
aces and depress
ions; poor drain
age

Lower slope posi
tion to small draws
and depressions
in valleys or flats

Lower slope parts
where excess mois
ture is endemic

sandy loam
65% sand

clay loam
30% clay +

40% sand

sandy loam to
silt clay;
primari ly cl ay
loam, silt loam
or loam

highly uniform
sandy loam

clay loam and
clay

silt loam

loam to clay
loam in diff
erent horizons

1% clay

loam to

sJndy loam

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

L
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Dominant LocationCo-Dominant

Dominant Woody Vegetation Types

Green Ash
[Fraxinus pennsylvanica]

Juniper-slope type
[Juniperus scopulorum]

Co t tcnwood Type
[Populus deltoides]

Sagebrush type
[Artemisia cana]

Salt Desert Shrub
type

mixed grass prairie,
cottonwood, silver
sagebrush

Green Ash (10-20°
slope), sagebrush,
rabbitbrush (45-60°
slope)

Upland draws and north
east facing slopes,
also coulee bottoms

Steep scoria or clay
slopes on north-west to
north-east exposure;
also deep cut ravines;
10-20° slopes.

Floodplains of major
drainage works

Valleys of streams with
permanent water and

poorly developed soils

Along the Little Miss
ouri River greater than
one mile from the river
and at higher elevations;
steep south and east fac
ing slopes (32-45°) and
also on steep north facing
slopes.
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bobcat, fox, badger, weasel, lynx, and cougar. These species enjoy

sanctuary in the more inaccessible areas of the park.

Small mammals which occupy the park are the beaver, porcupine,

raccoon, rabbit, prairie dog, pocket gopher, chipmunk and bats. The

porcupine and beaver are numerous, but their habitat is limited to

woody or heavily �egetated areas. Recently, their deleterious impacts

on the cottonwoods and green ash have prompted reduction programs.

The black-tailed prairie dogs are uniquely represented in

one of the largest concentrations in the country. The colonies

cover a total area of 433.75 acres in both park units, however, 75

per cent of the population is in the south unit.

Repiiles in the area include the prairie rattler, bull snake,

yellow-bellied racer, garter snake, hognosed snake, short-horned

lizard and sagebush .lizard. These reptiles are concentrated in areas

of heavy sage bush on the floodplain and alluvial flats.

Amphibians include the painted turtle, spadefoot toad, leopard

frog and tiger salamander. Such species are found along the flood

plain and riverbanks, and may be best seen in late spring through

early autumn.

Birds include the bald �agle, golden eagle, ferruginous hawk,

prairie falcon, sharptailed grouse, ring-necked pheasant, black-billed

magpie and meadowlark. The eagles and falcons are species disappearing

in North America, �nd their numbers are protected in the park.
Some animals that once inhabited the park have been extirpated by
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market hunters, the cattle industry and settlement. These include

the elk, grizzly bear, wolf and black-footed ferret. The bison and

- bighorn sheep were also rendered extinct in the area but have since

been reintroduced.

A'complete list of wildlife species found in Theodore Roosevelt

National Park is given in Appendix B.

4 - excellent

3 - good

2 - fair

- poor

TABLE 5

Ecosystems Rated as Potential Habitats
for Major Game Species of Wi ldl He

(Stewa rt, 1974 )
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As in the proposed Grasslands National Park a variety of land

units are prominent in Theodore Roosevelt National Park, each

with a characteristic topography, soils, vegetation and wildlife.

Upland plateaus, south-facing slopes, north-facing slopes and a

floodplain-valley complex are important land units. The upland plateau

area consists of a moderately rolling landscape at an elevation of

870 metres. Soils within this land unit are, predominantly well

drained, sandy-loams. A grama-needlegrass�sedge type vegetation

complex is dominated by species such as blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis),

spear grass (Stipa comata), and three-leaved sedge (Carex filifolia).

Upland areas provide good to excellent wildlife habitats for a variety

of species including white-tailed deer, mule deer, coyote, red fox,

sage grouse, sharp-tailed grouse and Hungarian partridge. Upland areas

have a very high aesthetic significance due to landscape diversity,

vistas and topographic variation.

South facing slopes range from gentle to steeply sloping

badlands. Clay-loam and silt-loam soils predominate in these areas.

Vegetation is dominated by three types: western wheat grass-grama

sedge type, with blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), western wheat grass

(Agropyron smithii), and three-leaved sedge (Carex filifolia) dominant;

blue stem type with Andropogan scoparius as a primary dominant;

and a salt desert shrub type, with silver sage (Artemisia eana)

as dominant. Red fox, coyote, mule deer and sharp-tailed grouse are

wildlife species for which this habitat is important. The badlands
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landscape has a high visual significance as a result of topographic

diversity, strong horizontal and vertical contrasts, erosional features

- and the presence of red-rock scori a.

The valley-floodplain complex is the most extensive land unit

in the park area. A variety of vegetation types exist on soils

ranging from clay-loams along valleys and tributary streams to silt

loams on stream terraces to sandy-loam types near the Little Missouri

River. Along the floodplain vegetation consists of sagebr�sh and

sandgrass types, with respective dominance of silver sagebrush

(Artemesia cana) and sand grass (Calomovilfa longifolia). Stream

terraces which are poorly drained have a salt grass-wheat grass

type and a salt grass-alkaline meadows type vegetation community.

On lower slopes where excess moisture is endemic, buffalo grass type

and big blue stem type are predominant. Woody vegetation types along

the valley-floodplain, include green ash type, cottonwood type and

sagebrush type vegetation. The valley-floodplain complex is an

excellent and important habitat for a variety of animals, including the

coyote, red fox, pheasant, mule deer, white-tailed deer, sharp-tailed

grouse and Hungarian partridge. Visual qualities have medium significance

due to vegetation diversity and flat form contrasts to badlands

and erosional processes.

North facing slopes are much less steep than badlands and

have better developed vegetation and soils, due to higher moisture

retention and less insolation. Clay and silt-clay soils predominate.
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Vegetation consists of the western wheat grass-grama sedge type, in

terspersed with hardwoods and woody vegetation (Rocky Mountain juniper,

green ash, box elder, aspen, sumach, common juniper, and creeping

juniper). Coyote, red fox, Hungarian partridge, mule deer and white

tailed deer are important wildlife species. Visual resources are

highly significant due to the vistas, vertical and horizontal contrasts,

vegetation diversity, wildlife species and erosional processes.

Recreation and the Visual Resource:

Theodore Roosevelt National Park is considered to have

• excellent recreation potential, based on visual resources, access

ibility, attractive features and discordant features (Stewart, 1974).

The badland ecosystem ranks very high in visual appeal

because of its strong vertical and horizontal contrasts and topo

graphic diversity in both form and color. It is also rated as having

a high probability for satisfying primitive recreation desires,

including: backpacking, hiking, primitive camping, wildlife obser

vation, photography and horse packing.

The visual features of the park have been categorized by

Stewart, 1974. The rating system evaluates the landscape from very

high to high to medium, and finally, low aesthetic quality. Evalu

ation criteria are listed as follows:

A. Very Hi gh

1) steep face, vertical ribbed surfaces with multi-colored

horizontal planes

2) strong vertical and horizontal contrasts
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3) topographic diversity

4) panoramic viewing opportunities from high places

5) visual evidence of the erosion process

6) exposed geological formations

7) viewing backdrop for lower areas

8) interestihg surface detail with color and texture variety

9) vegetation variety

B. High Visual Significance (A less primitive experience)

1) topographic diversity

2) presence of red-rock scoria

3) vegetation diversity

4) ri ver 'area

5) strong yertica1 and horizontal contrasts

6) eros i ona l power

7) �Ji 1 d 1 i fe

8) land use diversities

c. Medium Significance

1) vegetation diversity

2) wildlife

3) flat form contrasts to rough land

4) topographic diversity

5) land use diversity - agriculture or natural

6) visual erosional process

o. Low Significance

1) strong horizontal mass contrasting with vertical narrow
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sediment planes

2) transition between flat and steep topography

3) open character and a sense of undeveloped, almost pristine surroundings

4) original plain compared to rough lands

5) a sense of pioneering

6) presence of wildlife

7) land use diversity

Recreation Resources

Theodore Roosevelt National Park offers many recreation

\ opportunities, including interpretive facilities, camping, back-

country use, picnicking, horseback riding and hiking facilities.

Interpretive facilities include the Maltese Cross Cabin

(Theodore Roosevelt's first homel guided nature walks, campfire
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programs, self-guideQ nature trails and visitor centres in both park

units. In 1970, interpretive facilities were used by 158,500 people,

indicating these activities to be the most popular. (U.S. Department

of Interior, 1973).

Back-country use is primarily during the day and by horseback.

These consist of one to eight hour trips originating from the

Peaceful Valley Ranch. In recent years, hiking and canoeing have

become increasingly popular back-country activities, also.

Camping facilities include four developed campgrounds in the park:

Squaw Creek in the north unit; and Cottonwood, Halliday Well, and

Roughrider group camping areas are located in the south unit. The latter

....
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two areas contain only primitive facilities for group camping.

Theodore Roosevelt National Park contains a well developed

trail system in contrast to the proposed Grasslands National Park

study area. An extensive system of equestrian and hiking trails

extend throughout the park day-use area and into the back country.

These trails are the remnants of old roads, cattle and wildlife trails

which once dissected the area (Figure 2).

Five main trails were studied including the Ridgeline trail

(1 kilometre), Jones Creek Trail (5.6 kilometres), trails in the

Halliday Flowing Well group camping area (3.2 kilometres), the Peaceful

Valley Trail loop along the east and west shore of the Little Missouri

River (2.5 kilometres) and a 4 kilometre section of the Lone Tree

Loop Trail near the river (Figure 2). All of these trails are self-guiding

interpretive hiking trails. Guided equestrian tours are conducted

on trails in the Peaceful Valley area and into the back country on

day and overnight excursions.

All trails are relatively unimproved, the only improvements

being gravel or pavement at the onset of hiking trails (Wind Canyon and

Ridge1ine Trails are both paved, while the rest have gravel at the

beginning and end of the trail). These measures effectively reduce

the impact of treading on soils and vegetation. The only other

improvement is the reduction in slope steepness and erosion potential
Thisby the development of log formed steps on steep trail sections.

also allows the trail to be more easily accessible. Other than these

improvements, the trails are primitive, characterized by compacted

_�,.AL;._....-_---_·� �-�6=1�-�___ ,. J
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soils with vegetation removed along the centre of the trail.

The well developed trail system in Theodore Roosevelt National

Park served as an excellent test case by which to measure the impact

of trail use in a grasslands environment. An environmental impact

assessment using biophysical landscape classification and an environmental

sensitivity analysis may be applied to trails in Theodore Roosevelt

National Park and this information extrapolated to the proposed

Grasslands National Park to be used to plan the development of a

trails system.

The Squaw Creek area in the north unit contains picnic shelters

and sites. Two designated picnic areas exist in the south unit;

however, due to increases in demand, expansion of facilities is a

pri ority.

- 62 -

The adjoining village of Medora, adjacent to the south unit,

provides overnight facilities such as motels and trailer courts.

Medora has two motels and one hotel together with a wide variety

of shopping and entertainment facilities.

The discussion of the study areas indicates that they have

very similar biophysical qualities (topography, soils, vegetation

and wildlife), although Theodore Roosevelt National Park is much more

a typical "badland" landscape. In this respect it is far more

attractive than the proposed Grasslands National Park.

Theodore Roosevelt National Park is also far more accessible,

- being situated on the interstate highway,' close to major population

-
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centres. The IIroughriderll atmosphere and design, typical of Medora,

also attracts people to the park to experience the nature of the

badlands and its history.

While the two study areas are biophysically similar (soils,

vegetation, topography), a well developed recreation environment at

Theodore Roosevelt National Park contrasts with no development in

the Proposed Grasslands National Park. Thus, Theodore Roosevelt

National Park was used to measure the impact of trails on the grass

lands environment, and this information effectively extrapolated to

the proposed Grasslands National Park to determine terrain sensitivity

to trail use.
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CHAPTER 4

THE NATURE AND MEASUREMENT OF THE EFFECTS

. OF TRAIL USE ON THE ENVIRONMENT
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Increasing demand for outdoor recreation opportunities

has had a significant impact on the environment. Such impacts are

symptoms of inadequate facilities and poor designs, where planning

has not considered the role of resources - soils, vegetation, wild

life and aesthetics. The impact of human activities on the envir

onment must 'be assessed and the results used to evaluate the dimen

sions inherent in resource development problems.

Increased recreational use of natural areas has acceler

ated the destruction of ecological communities. Intensive recrea

tional use affects plant �rowth, ground cover, soil structure,

infiltration rates, and erosion (Dotzenko et al,1967). Dead and

dying vegetation and compacted and eroding soils are indicators of

heavy use and poor resource management (Bohart,1968). Such condi

tions have created a need for ecological research designed to min

imize the conflict be�ween use and preservation (Cole,1978).

Since Bates (1935) pioneered research on trampling impacts,

there has been a substantial amount of literature published. Frissel

and Duncan (1965), Dotzenko et al (1967), LaPage (1967), Ketchledge

(1970), Willard (1970), Chappell (1971), Orr (1971), Palmer (1972),

Settergren (1974), Epp (1977), Litton (1977) and Cole (1978), are

examples of research documenting the environmental effects of

trampling.
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The impact of trampling on vegetation is reflected either
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in direct physical injury to plants or in morphological adjustments

which enable the plant to sustain trampling. Direct mechanical

damage to plants is shown most clearly by a reduction in plant

height or loss of plant cover in trampled areas (Liddle,1973).

Frissel and Duncan (1965) noted that used campsite plots lost an

average of 85 per cent of their original ground cover. Over 80 per

cent of the ground cover was lost with light use and there was little

change with heavier use. Wagar (1964) also noted that survival of

vegetation decreased as trampling increased. Vegetation was usually

shorter or absent in the centre of the trail where trampling pres

sures were greatest and it increased with distance away from the

trail (Bates (1935), Dale and Weaver (1974), and Cole (1978) ).

Plants may also adapt morphologically to trampling. Bates

(1935), Wagar (1964) and LaPage (1967), all noted that the number

of species destroyed by trampling is dependent on the hardiness of

particular species. Wagar (1964) noted that grasses and woody vines

are less damaged by trampling than dicotyledonous herbs. Grasses

such as brome grass (Bromus spp.), needle grass (Stipa spp.), and

blue grass (Poa pratensis) are important recreation tolerant species

which, due to their resilience, may become more abundant changing the

vegetation. composition on and near the trail. Plant species, partic

ularly graminoids were considered more resistent to trampling. Cole

(1978) sampled understory vegetation along trails in eight vegeta

tion types in Rocky Mountain forests. Douglas fir, engelmann spruce,

and alpine fir vegetation types, with understories of mesophytic
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forbs or woody shrubs with brittle stems were most susceptible to

trail use. Lodgepole pine and whitebark pine forests with understories

of grouseberry were moderately resistant to trampling. The most hardy

types noted were grassland, savanna and subalpine meadow types.

Frequently trampled and defoliated vegetation must be

able to regenerate new tissues if they are to survive in trail areas.

Plants must be able to synthesize and translocate reserve food sub

stances to storage regions (soluable carbohydrates and starch in the

roots) so that after defoliation photosynthesis and plant growth may

continue. Species may also adapt by virtue of life form and leaf stem

structure enabling them to persist. Trampling resistance species such

as blue grass (Poa pratensis), although shallow rooted, possess under

ground runners to ensure regeneration. Blue grass is also a very drought

resistant species with its growing point buried deep in the soil.

White clover (Trifolium repens) is another trampling resistant species

which is deep-rooted and extremely drought resistant. Common plantain

(Plantago major) is well adapted to withstand treading as its leaves

are broad and tough, occurring in rbsette form with the upper leaves

protecting the lower.
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Litter Layer

Trail use will affect the litter layer and, subsequently,

the organic matter and humus content in the soil. Litter, through

its breakdown into organic matter and humus is a significant source
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of nutrients ( phosphorous, sulphur and nitrogen), and affects soil

granulation, water holding capacity of the soil, and soil compaction.

It is important to maintaining good physical and chemical conditions

in the soil.

Treading breaks down the litter and humus into a dusty

powder which may be either blown or washed away by erosion (Appel,

1965). Frissel and Duncan (1965) found that forest litter and

humus layers of used campsites were reduced in thickness by an aver

age of 65 per cent as compared to those of control sites. McCool

(1969), in forested regions of the Boundary Waters Canoe area, noted

that the percentage decrease in duff depth of 119 campsites aver

aged 60.6 per cent. Settergren and Cole (1970) found that the litter

on used areas in the Missouri Ozarks was thin and patchy; the organic

matter was well incorporated into the soil layers of the control

area but was absent on the used areas. The loss of the litter layer

will indirectly lead to accelerated erosion due to increased soil

compaction and decreased permeability. The litter layer acts as a

sponge to absorb moisture and release it into the soil. It reduces

particle dispersion and soil surface sealing caused by rainsplash,

and intercepts overland flow. Once this layer is removed the impact

of raindrops is inflicted directly onto the soil surface rather

than being absorbed by the litter layer. This may lead to soil

particle dispersion and erosion, particularly on steep slopes where

overland flow is most destructive.
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Methods to Assess the Impact of Trails on Vegetation

Liddle (1975) identified two approaches for measuring the

impact of trail use on vegetation; an analytical approach and an

experimental approach. The analytical approach involves a survey

of vegetation on and adjacent to worn tracks and paths. These

surveys are based on the assumptions that the entire area contained

homogeneous vegetation before the tracks were created, and that the

difference in vegetation between natural areas and on trails is

attributed to trail use. The analytical approach pays particular

attention to the discription of the vegetation, its structure,

species composition, frequency and abundance.

Analytical descriptions of vegetation have been conducted

in a number of studies. Rowe, in Lacate (1969), stated that vegeta

tion description should be made in physiognomically uniform plots

large enough to contain the normal variety of species. Description

should include vegetation structure, composition, abundance of in

dividual species or, alternatively, frequency of species.

Grime and Lloyd (1973), studying grasslands in Britain,

stated that sample plots must uniformly cover the entire study area.

In each area, quadrats were positioned by means of random co-ordi

nates and allocated at a density of 1 per 200 metres of grassland.

The area of each quadrat was 1 square metre and this was considered

to be the maximum advisable in view of the small scale variation

in soil type and vegetation cover. Species composition and frequency

were recorded in the vegetation description.
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Burden and Randerson (1972), studying trails in woodlands

and chalk grasslands, used point quadrats to sample vegetation and

surface litter. The quadrats were of two sizes, 25 square centi

metres and 1 square metre. Samples were collected from trampled and

untrampled areas for comparison.

Dale and Weaver (1974) studied the responses of specific

plants to trail use by comparing vegetation at the edge and centre

of the trail with that of the total natural community. The presence

and approximate cover of understory plants was studied in 2 X 5

decimetre quadrats laid parallel to the trail at the trail centre

and edge, and at 50, 120, 240, and 400 centimetres distance away

from the trail.

Cole ( 1978) stated that the susceptibility of different

vegetation types can be estimated from comparison of the amount

of change in plant cover and species composition along trails.

Trailside and undisturbed vegetation were compared by establishing

transects of quadrats perpendicular to the trail. Each transect

consisted of three sample quadrats, 5 metres by metre in size,

located immediately adjacent to the trail edge. The frequency and

per cent cover of each species was noted, as well as the change in

plant cover and species composition along trails. Plant responses

to trail use were also noted under four different headings: species

which decrease in importance toward the trail, species increasing

in importance, those which increase toward the trail then decrease
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and those which were neutral.

The experimental approach to vegetative sampling involves

trampling simulation techniques. Bayfield (1971), in Liddle (1975),

carried out human trampling measurements at controlled intensities

in the field.- Liddle (1975) studied the vulnerability of different

habitats by conducting controlled intensity walking and determin

ing the number of passages a habitat could withstand befor� the

vegetation was reduced to 50 per cent cover or biomass. During

the experiment, the vegetation was measured at intervals and plot

ted against the number of passages.

Palmer (1972), in alpine meadows of the Sierra Nevadas,

established circular plots on which he walked to determine tramp

ling impacts on vegetation. He determined that foot traffic in

excess of 100 times over a plot caused grasses and sedges to break

off from their roots. Tramplings of 200 times reduced 6 per cent

of the area to bare soil.

Ceslinski (1968) used a configurated cement roller to

simulate trampling on forest soils in Utah. The relationship

between site factors and durability for recreation use were stud

ied. He concluded that the best measures of vegetation durability

and site capability was the amount of living vegetation remaining

at the end of the growing season, and the dry weight of vegetation

at the end of the growing season.

Wagar (1964) used a square tamp to simulate and measure
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levels of trampling on unused areas of the Brighton Recreation

Area in southeastern Michigan. On treated and control plots he

clipped, dried and weighed the vegetation to assess the effect of

trampling. From this he determined that survival of vegetation

decreases as the amount of simulated trampling increases; gramln

aids and woody vines are less damaged by trampling than dicotyled

onous herbs; and well shaded plants suffered less damage than those

on sunny sites.

Trampling on Soils

Soils are a significant ecosystem component which may

be altered by trail use. As certain soils are more susceptible

to alteration than others, soil composition may dictate the type and

location of recreation facilities. In discussing the suitability

of an area for recreational use, soil topography, texture, slope,

and soil permeability are characteristics requiring consideration

(Bohart, 1968).

Recent studies addressing the problems of deteriorating

trail conditions caused by hikers include Brocke (1970), Kregosky

et al (_l972), Landals and Knapik (1972), Trottier and Scatter (1973,

1975), and Landa1s and Scatter (1974). These studies indicated

that the soil susceptibility to treading is affected by soil texture,

bulk density, slope, drainage, and vegetation cover.
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Soil Texture

It is generally agreed that sandy�loam textured soils have

few limitations to trail development. Clay�loam, sandy�clay-loam,

and silt-clay-loam textures present moderate limitations, while sand

and organic �oils have severe limitations to trail use (Epp, 1977).

Dotzenko et a1 (1967) noted that the high degree of soil

compaction was :associated with coarse textures and low organic

matter content of the soils. As organic matter content in the soil

increased, the soil became more resistant to trail use and less

compacted.

Slopes

Trail use has an effect on the stability of slopes. Steep

slopes have less topsoil and vegetation than gently sloping areas.

Soils and vegetation may be easily denuded by treading, resulting

in erosion. Slopes between 2 and 9 per cent present no limitations

to trail use, providing that soils are well drained; slopes of 10

to 25 per cent will present slight to moderate limitations; while

slopes of 26 per cent or greater present severe limitations to trail

development (Brocke, 1970).

To develop trails on slopes it is necessary to maintain

slope stability. This requires that a unique equilibrium between

vegetation, soils and the underlying geology be maintained (Thurow,

Tones, Erley, 1975). Alteration of slope equilibrium by development
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of trails will affect the vegetation community and the drainage

pattern of the hillside. This will result in a loss of soil stab

ility and erosion by rilling, gUllying, slumps and flows.

Soil Water Drainage and Infiltration

Most trail problems may be ultimately attributed to soil

drainage problems. Drainage, as affected by slope, soil texture,

and vegetation is the most important single consideration in

evaluating areas for trail use (Leeson, 1977). Fine grained soils

such as clays have slow drainage resulting in puddled, slippery and

sticky tread surfaces under damp conditions. On steep slopes, these

soils may pose a significant management problem due to runoff

and erosion. Well-drained loams, sands and silts on moderate slopes

of less than 25 per cent will have low to moderate erosion problems

(Brocke, 1970).

Trail use results in soil compactton which reduces the hydraulic

conductivity of the soil by decreasing the macropore space responsible

for water and air conduction (Settergren, 1974). Settergren and Cole

(1970) noted that intensively used recreation areas had comparatively

lower soil infiltration rates, lower permanent wilting percentages

and field capacities. Lutz (1945) conducted water infiltration measure

ments on coarse textured sandy soils in two Connecticut State Parks.

He noted the average length of time required for one litre of water
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to penetrate a 10 centimetre layer of soil, subjected to heavy trampling,

was 20±3.0 minutes, while an adjacent non-trampled area required 4.3±.8

minutes. These figures clearly indicate that the permeability of

non-trampled soils is much greater than in trampled areas. The slow

infiltration rates associated with soils will result in excessive

runoff and erosion during heavy rains.

Frissel and Duncan (1965) in the Quetico Superior cpnoe

country used infiltration rates on 20 carnps i tes to measure soil compaction.

They, too, noted an increase in soil compaction and a decrease in

infiltration as a result of visitor use.

The inability of the surface soil to take up water affects

soil moisture recharge. This becomes critical in periods of drought,

particularly in arid grasslands. Many of the annual grasses, sedges

and herbs may succumb to the lack of soil moisture recharge during

dry periods. The lack of moisture will also inhibit the regeneration

of soils and vegetation in an area. Seasonal moisture limitations and

surface soil compaction may be responsible for creating a poor rooting

environment for trees. Reduced infiltration prevents soil moisture

from reaching the roots deep in the soil. Settergren and Cole (1970)

noted differences in tree vigor between used and unused recreation sites.

Crown wilting, vulnerability to disease and early mortality result

from moisture stress.

The sensitivity of soils to recreational use will also be

affected by the level of the seasonal water table. Rapidly well

drained and moderately well-drained soils with seasonal water tables
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50 centimetres below the surface present slight limitations to trail

use. Well-drained soils with seasonal water tables fluctuating between

depths of 30 and 50 centimetres present moderate limitations. Poorly

drained soils with near surface water tables - notably found on flood

plains - present severe limitations. Soils which have a predominant

coarse texture are better drained soils than finer textured clay soils.

Thus, trails on glacial till soils will be less susceptible to

drainage problems as compared to fine textured sOils found on floodplains.

Methods for Evaluating Trail Impacts on Soils

Bulk Density

Soil bulk density measurements have been widely used to

assess the impact of trails on environments. Dotzenko et al (1967),

Brocke (1970), Settergren and Cole (1970), Chappell (1971), Epp (1977),

and Liddle (1975) have conducted research using bUlk density measurements

to study trail impact on soils.

Epp (1977) stated that bulk density measurements may be used

as a measure of trafficability for assessing soil suitability for

recreational use. Chappell (1971) noted that bulk density gives a

gross measure of compaction, and that as compaction increases, soil

bulk density increases.

Research clearly indicates that compaction, as a result of

trail use, leads to increased bulk densities. Settergren and Cole

(1970) noted that surface soil density was consistently and significantly

higher on used recreation areas than in unused areas. Liddle (1975)
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noted a bulk density increase of .2 grams/cubic centimetre to .4

grams/cubic centimetre in trampled areas as compared to undisturbed

sites. Dotzenko et al (1967) noted that heavily used campsites aver

aged bulk densities of 55.3 per cent higher than lightly used sites.

Brocke (1970) noted that surface bulk densities equal to or greater

than 1.3 grams/cubic centimetre are considered to have no limitations

for recreation, while soils with bulk densities less than that are

susceptible to compaction and erosion.

The use of bulk density measurements is a valid means of

studying the impact of trails. It may be easily adpated to research

in the grasslands ecosystem to evaluate terrain sensitivity to trails.

Comparative me�surements taken on and off trail locations can serve

as an indication of the impact of trampling on landscape components.

Penetrometer Measurements

Soil compaction studies using penetrometer measurements have

been conducted by Tanner and Mamaril (1959), Arndt and Rose (1966),

LaPage (1967), McGill (1970), Palmer (1972), and Liddle and Greig

Smith (J 975) .

Tanner and Mamaril (1959) stated that compaction, as measured

by penetra ti on res is tance, is a better measure than bul k dens i ty,

However, it is susceptible to variations in soil water conditions

and vegetation cover. It was recommended in this study that comparisons

of penetration resistance be restricted to different sites within one

soil type for accurate results. McGill (1970) found that high
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penetration values were clearly associated with old roads, trails or

parking areas, and low readings were consistently found beneath clumps

of shrubs where little trampling would occur.

Palmer (1972) used a penetrometer to measure soil compaction

in a Sierra Nevada alpine meadow. He noted that soil compaction in

creased from an average of 9.8 kilograms/square centimetre before trampling

to 12 kilograms/square centimetre after trampling 210 times. At

a river crossing, he noted an increase from 1.08 kilograms/square

centimetre before use to 2.15 kilograms/square centimetre after use.

This reflected a near-doubling of compaction on the well-used path.

LaPage (1967) used a penetrometer in three New Hampshire State

Parks to measure compaction on forest soils. On control plots, it

took 5 pounds/square inch to sink the penetrometer to a depth of

three inches. On heavily used areas, closed to the public for 12 years

prior to the te�ts, 50 pounds/square inch were required to sink the

penetrometer into the ground. Areas which had continued to be used

for recreation required 85 pounds/square inch to sink the penetrometer

three inches into the ground.

Pore Volume

Soil compaction may also be measured by pore volume.

The pore volume is the total volume of a soil sample not occupied by

solid particles. It determines the amount of soil space available

in the soil for air and water. Soils with a high pore volume indicate

little or no compaction while soils with low pore volume indicate

higher rates of compaction.
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Lutz t1945) measured pore volume in two Connecticut State

parks on coarse textured sandy soils. In one trampled area pore

volume of the upper soil layer was found to be 47.5 per cent, while

in the non-trampled area pore volume was 60.2 per cent. In the second

area, trampled soils had a pore volume of 49.7 per cent, while the

non-trampled 'areas was 58.7 per cent.

Regressi'on Analysis

Regression analysis has also been used to measure soil

compaction. Dotzenko et al (1967) examined three campgrounds in

Rocky �·10untain National Park, and collected samples from heavily,

moderately and lightly used sites. Using regression analysis, they

determined that more fertile soils, with low initial soil densities,

are affected less by recreational use than sites that have coarse

textured soils which are less fertile and low in organic matter.

As organic matter content increases the soil was less compacted.

Infiltration Measurements

Measurement of soil water conductivity to assess trampling

has previously been discussed. As noted, infiltration rates on

trampled areas were reduced compared to untrampled locations.

A ring infiltrometer is a useful instrument to measure soil

hydraulic conductivity. The rate at which water is added to the soil

usi�g the infiltrometer is recorded. Comparison of tests conducted

on and off trails gives an indication of trampling pressure under
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ifferent topography, soils and vegetation conditions.

Lysimeters may also be used to measure soil water infiltration

American Society of Range Management, 1962). These are containers

olding a quantity of soil which is exposed to natural rainfall or

.0 which a quantity of water is applied. Water which percolates

:hrough the soil is collected and recorded as the infiltration rate.

"he design of the lysimeter, with side walls and collection tanks, was

:00 elaborate to be considered for use in this study.

:mpact of Trails on Wildlife

The improper design and location of trails may result in the

listurbance of sensitive wildlife habitats (Leeson, 1977). Significant

mpacts result from man's activities associated with trail use and

levelopment, and with subsequent changes in vegetation in the vicinity

if the tra il .

The disruption of wildlife habitats is dependent upon

�xtensiveness of trail development. Trails and roads may constitute

iarr-i ers inhibiting movement of animals. More and Novakowski (1973)

:oncluded that roads obstruct animal movements, the degree of disruption

is related to the intensity of use. Barrow (1970) noted that red deer,

�hich were disturbed by trail use, moved for distances of up to .8

:ilometres away from the trail.

The loss of food and shrubs could seriously affect the food

iource of many animals. Introduction of new plant species may result

in a species of herbivores migrating from one area to another. As
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different topography, soils and vegetation conditions.

Lysimeters may also be used to measure soil water infiltration

(American Society of Range Management, 1962). These are containers

holding a quantity of soil which is exposed to natural rainfall or

to which a quantity of water is applied. Water which percolates

through the soil is collected and recorded as the infiltration rate.

The design of the lysimeter, with side walls and collection tanks, was

too elaborate to be considered for use in this study.

Impact of Trails on Wildlife

The improper design and location of trails may result in the

disturbance of sensitive wildlife habitats (Leeson, 1977). Significant

impacts result from man's activities associated with trail use and

development, and with subsequent changes in vegetation in the vicinity

of the trail.

The disruption of wildlife habitats is dependent upon

extensiveness of trail development. Trails and roads may constitute

barriers inhibiting movement of animals. More and Novakowski (1973)

concluded that roads obstruct animal movements, the degree of disruption

is related to the intensity of use. Barrow (1970) noted that red deer,

which were disturbed by trail use, moved for distances of up to .8

kilometres away from the trail.

The loss of food and shrubs could seriously affect the food

source of many animals. Introduction of new plant species may result

in a species of herbivores migrating from one area to another. As
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the herbivores in the food chain become altered, it is also likely

that carnivorous species will also be affected. The Bureau of Outdoor

Recreation in the United States stated that removal of plant species

would have some minor effects on wildlife by disturbing the habitat

as well as destroying the natural vegetation. Grading of trails to

provide the proper slope and drainage could destroy vegetation intrinsic

to a wildlife habitats.

Another significant source of impact on wildlife is the

disruption resulting from garbage and litter which attracts and alters

the diet of animals. The black bear, red fox, coyote, and wolverine

are species which will readily feed on refuse. Noake (1971) noted that

heavy numbers of campers in a single area with habits of outdoor eating

and poor garbage disposal tend to attract the less desirable fauna.

These fauna are noted for crowding out or destroying less aggressive

species.

Cole (1971) found that artificial foods changed the natural

habits of Yel10wstone's grizzly population and were basically responsible

for 95 per cent of bear injuries to humans. Artificial food alters

the nutrient and water balance of animals such as the prairie dog

located in Theodore Roosevelt National Park (U.S. Dept. of Interior, 1974).

Treading will also significantly affect soil micro fauna.

Dugall; (1939), in Lutz {1945}, noted that the normal populations of

micro organisms changed in species composition and numbers of individuals.

Reduction of plant material in the vicinity of the trail decreases

the diversity of plant material available to monophagous insect feeders.
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poor ratings. Such a system is a useful tool f�r gauging sensitivity,

and for planning trails.

Dietrich (1961) noted that invertebrate feeders were found almost

exclusively on unused sites. Chappell et al (1971) noted a decrease

in the number of soil invertebrates, particularly earthworms. He

noted a reduction of 129 to 29 earthworms per plot in the trampled

zone. Such a reduction could adversly affect the breakdown of organic

matter and condition of the soil.

A rating of ecosystems as to their potential for wildlife

production is a useful tool for gauging potential wildlife impact.

Such a rating has been prepared for Theodore Roosevelt National Park

and is shown in Table 5. Trail use in areas with high wildlife ratings

may have a greater impact on wildlife species than trails in areas with
•

Landscape Aesthetics and Land Use

The use of visual landscape resources as a tool for measuring

environmental quality is becoming a widely recognized method in resource

planning. Landscape aesthetic measurements are useful for detecting

environmental impacts and for identifying unique, aesthetically pleasing

environments. Alteration of soils, vegetation, topography, and water

resources associated with such activities as recreation, mining, timber

cutting and urban development, will reduce the visual quality of the

landscape. The visual landscape will be degraded at a rate faster

than environmental degradation. By formulating a set of standards

by which to rate visual landscape resources the impact of human use
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on the environment may be monitored. Measuring people's attitudes

and responses to the landscape is also a means to provide optimum

aesthetic recreation environments, thereby increasing the quality

of recreation.

Measurement of landscape aesthetics is a relatively new field.

Well recogn�zed methods include those proposed by Linton (1968),

McHarg (1969), Leopold (1969), Litton (1972), Zube (1975) and Daniel

and Boster (1976). The overlay method of McHarg and Leopold's

uniqueness ratio have been discussed in Chapter 2.

Linton (1968) in his assessment of scenic resources in Scotland,

identified two major elements of scenery - form of the ground,

and land use. He subsequently identified six types of landform land-

scapes which were rated according to relief, and several land use

landscapes which he rated on a scale of 1 to 6 depending on natural

and scenic value. Using landform maps and land use landscape

ratings, a composite map of scenic assessment based on a combination of

ratings is produced.

Daniel and Boster (1976) stated that scenic beauty values are

derived from judgements made by a number of observers for a variety of

landscapes. Values may then be adjusted to take into account differing

criteria. Color slides were used to present landscapes; the number

of slides required depends on the diversity of the area's landscape.

The slides were presented at 5 to 8 second intervals and evaluated on

a scale of 1 to 10. The author recognizes that in a landscape with

a great deal of variety, a slide presentation may not adequately
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represent the area. Also, factors such as season, atmospheric

conditions, film and camera types may influence the appearance of the

actual landscape.

Zube (1975) in assessing the aesthetic value of drainage

basins in the north-east United States noted that scenic value

increased as landscapes became more rugged and relief increased,

as landscapes became more natural, as water. area increased and as

area or length of view increased. He also noted that landscape

perception and aesthetic values of the professional designer planner

are consonant with those of the inhabitants of a region. Using these

,findings as basis, it is then possible to rate the aesthetic value

of the landscape for a particular land use such as recreation.

Aesthetic evaluations are a means to evaluating the landscape

for recreation quality, to identify potential impact areas and to

provide an optimum aesthetic experience. Either quantitative

measurements of landform components or perception by consumers of

visual qualities may be used to evaluate landscapes.

In the proposed Grasslands National Park visual landscape

analysis served to identify those areas of high scenic quality,

as well as those areas which may be sensitive to trail activity.

It further reduced the subjectivity of the Leopold matrix method for

evaluating the impact of trails on aesthetic factors. Finally, the

use of aesthetics in this research ensured direct and equal consideration

of visual landscape resources with other more scientific impact

evaluations.
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The literature review discussed research on the impact of

trail use in a variety of ecosystems. It was determined that trail

use has a signifjcant impact on the environment. Soil compaction,

infiltration, analysis of visual resources and vegetation measurements

are means to study and assess trail impacts. The majority of research

has been specific to either soils, vegetation or wildlife; there

has been minimal research on how to rate the sensitivity of ecosystems

to trail use. Also, no impact measurements have been conducted

in semi-arid, mid-latitude, continental grassland environments. The

1 iterature revi ew presents a vari ety of methods appl i cabl e to studyi ng

trail impacts in the grasslands, and it provides information for

comparing and evaluating the results obtained in this study.

Conclusion

A review of the literature clearly indicates that trail use

has a significant impact on environmental resources. A land unit

exists in a state of dynamic equilibrium in which the topography, soils

and vegetation are intrinsic parts. Alteration of anyone of these

components bY,trail use will upset the delicate balance, leading to

environmental damage. The extent of this damage is dependent on the

susceptibility of the components (coarse versus fine textured soils,

grass versus shrubs, etc.), as well as the intensity of recreational

use.
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CHAPTER 5

METHODS TO ASSESS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

OF TRAILS IN THE GRASSLANDS
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A prediction of the impact of trails in a grasslands

environment requires a thorough understanding of ecosystem components

and an assessment of thei r sens it i vity to trail use., Topography,

soils, vegetation and wildlife are major environmental components,

which must be carefully considered when the potential of an area for

trail development is being investigated. The combined effect and

interaction between these factors must be appreciated before an accurate

assessment of land potential can be made.

Leopold et al t197l), in presenting the U.S.G.S. environmental

impact assessment matrix, stated:

The characterization of the existing environment
should be a detailed description of environmental
elements and factors, with special emphasis on

those rare and unique aspects, both good and bad,
that might not be common to other similar areas.

It should provide sufficient information to present
an objective evaluation of the environmental factors
which could be affected by proposed actions. The

description should include all factors which together
make up the ecosystem of an area.

The Planning Division of Parks Canada (1973), in its review of selected

environmental assessment techniques for national parks, also stated
I

that a description and understanding of the environment is necessary

before an accurate assessment of ecological impacts can be made.

Environmental classification is a means to understanding and

describing an ecosystem. It serves as a useful delimitation of areas

containing similar landform characteristics. Knowledge of landscape

properties allows areas to be more easily managed, taking into account

their natural and man-made entities. Natural resource features,
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In order to predict the impact of trails on the grasslands

hazard lands, and land use zones, can be delineated and better managed

through classification of environmental components (Richards,1979).

ecosystem, it was first necessary to classify the grassland environment

into units having common environmental components (topography, soils,

vegetation). Thus, each land unit is characterized by a particular

pattern of topography, soils and vegetation different from those of

adjacent units. This provides a comprehensive resource evaluation

of the study area. Further, it provides the necessary information

to complete the trail impact evaluation and produce the sensitivity

indices.

To inventory and evaluate the grasslands environment, a

"land systems" analysis, similar to that proposed by Christian and

Stewart (1952), in Cooke and Doornkamp (1977), was used. A macroscale

analysis of morphogenetic landscape characteristics was first con-

ducted to define large scale geologic and geomorphologic features

of the study area. Once large scale land units were defined, a more

detailed comprehensive study of each land unit (soil, topography,

vegetation and visual resources) was carried out. This type of micro

scale field analysis was the approach to the parametric classification.

Land systems classification was first proposed by Christian

and Stewart (1952). The system is based on the observation that differ

ent types of landscapes are distinguishable on air photos and by field

analysis, and that, in a consistent pattern of landscape, a consistent
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pattern of land development may be applicable. The classification of

an area is approached from its gross features and then progresses to

a more detailed field analysis. Therefore, the initial procedure

involves recognition and mapping of morphogenetic landscape patterns

using aerial photographs, and investigation of each pattern in the

field to comprehensively define, describe and map each land unit,

i.e., the parametric classification study.

Morphogenetic Classification

Land systems classification began with a macroscale morpho

genetic definition of the study area. Genetic landscape properties

were determined by an analysis of topographic relief as portrayed

on aerial photographs. Boundaries were drawn between areas having

distinctive geological and geomorphological differences; a boundary

is acceptable when there is a distinct difference in the landform

assemblages on eitherside of the line (Cooke and Doornkamp,1977).

Once the boundaries were established, the position of the land systems

units was validated by further examination of the aerial photographs to

determine land unit characteristics (vegetation, soils, topography).

Land system units were distinguished and their boundaries de

lineated using stereo pairs of aerial photographs at a scale of 1 to

40,000 feet. This provided an initial knowledge of landform genesis and a

prediction of landscape characteristics of each landform. Further

validation of morphogenetic landscape characteristics was completed

using a parametric classification study. Land units delineated in this
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Evaluation of the Land System Units

analysis are discussed in Chapter 6.

Use of aerial photographs alone cannot provide a comprehensive

understanding of land systems characterisitcs. A more detailed site

analysis waS necessary to ensure an understanding of land unit

components and their condition. To further define genetic land

units, field work was conducted to study soil types, vegetation,

topography and aesthetic landscape qualities. This classification served

not only to further define the environment but also to assess the impact

of trail development in the grasslands ecosystem. The methods used

in the parametric classification specifically address trail impacts,

and are outlin-ed in this chapter.

The parametric classification used the genetic classification

as a basis to conduct a more detailed site analysis of land units.

It is a refinement of the "land systems" technique proposed by

Christian and Stewart (1952); the land units are classified according

to inherent physical attributes: soils, vegetation and topography.

The ultimate result of the land system approach was an identification

of land units for which specific use capability ratings were made.

The procedure used to conduct the parametric classification

was directed at listing and evaluating the condition of land unit

components. Methods used in this study were for listing environmental

characteristics and also for measuring the impact of trail use on land

units (soils, topography and vegetation). Methods were applied on and
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and off trails in Theodore Roosevelt National Park and in areas of

the proposed Grasslands National Park. ThiS allowed the two areas'

environmental characteristics to be compared. Further, it provided

a measurement of trail impact on Theodore Roosevelt National Park, the

results of which were used to develop terrain sensitivity indices

for similar land units in the proposed Grasslands National Park.

The methods which are discussed in this chapter were con

ducted during the summer months of June, July and September in 1978

and 1979, in a variety of climatic conditions. Table 6 lists the

number of sample sites for each method in each land unit of the study

areas. Sample plots were randomly situated along transects radiating

from the centre of each unit to its periphery.

Methods Used for Classifying and Evaluating Parameters

Soil Bulk Density Analysis

Trail use leads to an increase in soil compaction on trails

and at recreation nodes. Bulk density is a direct measurement of

compaction and thus, bulk density measurements were taken on and off

trail locations in Theodore Roosevelt National Park and on soils in

the proposed Grasslands National Park area.

Analysis of soil compaction by measuring bulk density

gave an indication of the sensitivity of soils to trail use. A

total of 139 samples were taken by inserting a metal cylinder into

the soil surface, removing the cylinder with the soil contents intact,

drying the soil, and then taking the weight to volume ratio to determine
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Land Units

TABLE 6

Number of Sample Plots Per Land Unit

Soil
-

Bulk Vegetation
Texture Density Penetrometer �lope Infiltrometer % Moisture Plots

Grasslands
National Park

South Slopes
North Slopes

Floodplain
Valley plain
Tablelands

8

8

9

9

8

18

12

13

16

12

57

28

34

40

38

62

40

55

77

34

12

7

8

10

9

26

14

12

16

15

8

8

9

9

8

-----------------------42-------71--------268---------83---------46------------42--------197----

Theodore Roosevelt
National Park

South Slopes
North Slopes

Floodplain
Valley plain
Table lands

10

8

8

10

11

13

13

15

14

13

36

30

31

61

23

15

15

16

18

17

9

8

8

10

5

10

8

8

10

11

34

25

30

33

22

47 68 181 40 14481 47



Bu 1 k Dens ity =
wei ht of the soil
volume of the soil

bulk density. The formula used in determining soil bulk density is:

Soil Penetrometer Analysis

Arndt and Rose (1966), LaPage (1967) and Liddle and Greig

Smith (1975) used penetrometers to study soil compaction, n?ting that

higher penetrometer values were associated with trails as opposed to

natural undeveloped areas.

In this study, a penetrometer was used to measure compaction

on and off trail locations. The force required for the penetrometer

to break the soil surface was recorded in kilograms per square

centimetre and the resuits evaluated, noting the differences in values

obtained on and off trails.

Penetrometers have not been widely used in measuring compaction.

fhe application of a penetrometer in this research to study trail

mpacts is one of the few extensive studies using this method.

herefore, in addition to measuring compaction and subsequently soil

ensitivity, this study will test the validity of using penetrometers to

�asure the impact of trails on the grassland environment.

il Water Infiltration

Trail use and compaction will reduce soil water infiltration.

�son (1977) stated that drainage problems on trails is the most

)ortant single consideration in evaluation of trail impacts or
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bulk density. The formula used in determining soil bulk density is:

Bulk Density
wei ht of the soil

=

volume of the soil

Soil Penetrometer Analysis

Arndt and Rose (1966), LaPage (1967) and Liddle and Greig

Smith (1975) used penetrometers to study soil compaction, noting that
i

higher penetrometer values were associated with trails as opposed to

natural undeveloped areas.

In this study, a penetrometer was used to measure compaction

on and off trail locations. The force required for the penetrometer

to break the soil surface was recorded in kilograms per square

centimetre and the resuits evaluated, noting the differences in values

obtained on and off trails.

Penetrometers have not been widely used in measuring compaction.

The application of a penetrometer in this research to study trail

impacts is one of the few extensive studies using this method.

Therefore, in addition to measuring compaction and subsequently soil

sensitivity, this study will test the validity of using penetrometers to

measure the impact of trails on the grassland environment.

Soil Water Infiltration

Trail use and compaction will reduce soil water infiltration.

Leeson (1977) stated that drainage problems on trails is the most

important single consideration in evaluation of trail impacts or
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potential trail areas. As trail use increases, compaction reduces

the soil macropore space responsible for air and water conduction,

and may result in runoff, puddling and erosion problems.

Soil water infiltration was measured using a ring infil

trometer. The infiltrometer was inserted into the ground on and off

trails in Theodore Roosevelt National Park and in the proposed Grass

lands National Park study areas. The rate at which water was added

to the soil to maintain a constant head of 2,000 mil1ilitres was re

corded and the results graphed (millilitres/minute) to show the effect

of trail compaction on soil water infiltration. It was, in essence,

a simulation of the effect of high intensity precipitation and the

response of various soil conditions to rainfall.

Soil Moisture Content

Soil moisture differs from one location in the land unit to

another depending on soil type, topography, aspect, vegetative cover

and land use. Trail use and subsequent soil compaction affect soil

moisture content by decreasing soil water infiltration, removing

protective vegetation, causing excessive erosion and surface exposure.

To measure the impact of trail use on soil moisture content,

soil bulk density samples were packaged and stored in a cool place to

prevent evaporation. Once in the laboratory, the difference between

wet and dry soil weights was used to indicate soil moisture content

on and off trails. The gave an indication of the impact of trampling

on moisture retention and the effect of increased insolation resulting
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from the removal of vegetation from the trail surface.

Slope Measurements

Slope measurements were conducted to determine where trails and

recreation nodes could be best developed for maximum slope stability

and minimum erosion. In both study areas, slope measurements were

taken in each land unit using a clinometer. A level bar was placed

on the slope and the clinometer placed on the bar to ensure that a

uniform average slope measurement was obtained.

Vegetation Analysis

There are a number of studies which have examined changes

in ground cover as a result of trail use. In these studies, the common

approach has been to employ a system of plots or transects to evaluate

vegetation responses"species diversity and abundance.

In both study areas, vegetation was inventoried and analyzed

in one metre square plots. The number of plots in each land unit

varied from 30 to 50 and were spaced randomly along transects which

radi ated outward from the centre of the land un it to the peri phery.

In badland areas this was difficult to accomplish and transects

were run from the top of the slope to its base. The number of sample

plots was determined by consulting Z. M. Abouguendia of the Plant

Ecology Department, University of Saskatchewan (now with the Saskatchewan

Research Council). In such small land units, approximately 30 plots

per land unit was considered a significant sample of vegetation
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species. In the sample plots the abundance and frequency of each

species in each plot was calculated. Vegetation species located on

and adjacent to trails were also studied to give an indication of

the resilience of particular species to trail use.

Visual Landscape Resources

The evaluation of visual landscape qualities was achieved

using a series of slides of land units in the grasslands. This

method was similar to that described by Daniel and Boster (1976).

Slides were presented to observers at 5 to 8 second intervals and the

landscapes evaluated on a scale of 1 to 10; 1 representing lowest

aesthetic appeal and 10 highest. Using this method decreased the

subjectivity of aesthetic evaluations contained in the Leopold matrix

by a 11 o�ti ng user perceptions of 1 andscapes to serve as a bas is for

the magnitude/importance ratings.

lube (1975) stated that landscape perceptions and aesthetic

values of the professional designer/planner are consonant with those

of the inhabitants of the planning region. Based on this assumption,

slides of various landscapes were presented to a cross section of

observers, the majority of which were professional environmental

planners. Scenic vistas of the Rocky Mountains and Theodore Roosevelt

National Park were also included in the scenic evaluations for comparative

purposes.
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Sensitivity Analysis

The genetic and parametric classifications were interre

lated and used together to identify land units and their character

istics. Classification of land units provided a description of

"what is there" in terms of things .as "natural entities" in the

grasslands environment. Further, it provided an evaluation of trail

impacts in Theodore Roosevelt National Park, and this was extrapolated

and used in developing terrain sensitivity indices for the proposed

Grasslands National Park (trail impact analysis is based on a well

developed trail system in Theodore Roosevelt National Park). Thus,

classification provided an understanding of the present land use

arrangement, potential land use capabilities and constraints.

This, then, set the stage for the sensitivity analysis.

A sensitivity analysis of trail impacts within each land

unit of the study area was developed using the biophysical classification

previously discussed. The analysis is a two-step procedure: the

first step being the formulation of sensitivity indices; the second

step is the application of these indices to give a magnitude/importance

value (Leopold et al, 1971), for each land use impact on biophysical

land unit components. The sensitivity indices (scale of 1 to 10)

are shown in Table 11, Chapter 6. It depicts a range of soil, vegeta

tion and topographic conditions and thus sensitivity to trail use

on a scale of 1 to 10; 1 indicates a least sensitive condition, and

10 a highly sensitive condition. The table also provides an inter

pretation of bulk density and penetrometer measurement values,
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showing which values are considered to indicate non-sensitive and

highly sensitive conditions resulting from trail use.

The sensitivity scale is based on the results of this study

and on an analysis of the literature reviewed. The indices are used

as a basis for predicting the magnitude and importance of trail im

pacts within each land unit. However, it should be noted that the

indices reflect only the sensitivity of individual land unit compon-

ents ( soils, vegetation, slopes) to trail use. They are not a measure

of the total environmental impact of trails in anyone land unit.

The second part of the sensitivity analysis involved the

evaluation of the magnitude and importance of trail related activities

on the grasslands landscape. The well developed trail system in

Theodore Roosevelt National Park was used as a test case for trail

impact evaluations, using methods previously discussed in the para

metric classification and the sensitivity indices. Since the proposed

Grasslands National Park and Theodore Roosevelt National Park are

similar biophysical environments, the impact measurements were easily

extrapolated from the latter area to predict the environmental impact

of trail development in the proposed Grasslands National Park.

The method used in this study to evaluate trail impacts

was that proposed by Leopold et al (1971) for the United States

Geological Survey ( ego Figure 3). Leopold's technique consists of

evaluating the impact of proposed actions on environmental parameters.

The procedure requires an inventory and evaluation of the environment
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in question, and a knowledge of the proposed actions on that environ

ment. Together, these set the stage for evaluating the environmental

impact of the proposal, in this case, trail development in a grass

lands environment, using the Leopold methodology discussed:in Chapter 2.

The sensitivity indices may also be used to develop a series

of overlays to display environmental impacts visually. Each index

value (1-10) may be assigned a particular color code or graphic pat

tern. Each environmental characteristic may be represented on a

transparent overl ay on whi ch the degree of impact of a proposed acti on

on that characteristic ( the index value and respective color code

is represented by a color code or graphic pattern. By effectively

combining overlays on a map, the sensitivity of a particular land

unit is displayed taking into account all environmental characteris

tics affected by an action. This is similar to the overlay technique

proposed by McHarg (1969).

Only the Leopold matrix was used in this study. It is

effectively used to display the magnitude and importance of each trail

related activity on the grasslands environment. In addition to the

matrix, a geomorphological map displaying land units and the sensiti

vity of their components to trails is presented. Together, the matrix

and map depict the sensitivity of the proposed Grasslands National

Park to trails and trail related activities. This information may then

be used for development and management of trail recreation in the

grasslands. Further, it will ensure an effective development strategy

to maintain environmental quality and provide a quality recreation

envi ronment.

\
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The discussion of research results consists of a comparison
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of land unit classification between the proposed Grasslands National

Park and Theodore Roosevelt National Park. Research results are

used to determine the sensitivity of particular land units to trail

development. This information is subsequently presented in a sen

sitivity matrix and depicted on a geomorphological terrain map of

the area. The map ·depicts the relevant landforms, materials and

processes of the study area useful for environmental management

needs.

Morphogenetic and Parametric Classification

Research began with an initial landscape analysis using

aerial photographs and topographic maps to delineate morphogenetic

land units, that is, individual landform complexes within the larg

er land systems area .. In the proposed Grasslands National Park

major land units consisted of: uplands(table1ands), dissected slopes
-

dissected badlands, the Frenchman River valley, and the river flood-

plain. Theodore Roosevelt National Park is composed of similar

land units: uplands, dissected slopes, and a valley-floodplain

complex. The valley-floodplain complex was the most extensive and

it was difficult to discern the boundary between the two sub-units.

Table 7 is a description of parametric and morphogenetic land

unit characteristics in each study area. Each unit has a particular

genesis and is composed of particular components: topography, soils,
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vegetation, wildlife and aesthetic qualities. The specific nature of

each land unit is a clear indication that different land units exist

in, and comprise the grasslands landscape.

Results of the Paramet,ri c Study

The parametric classification served not only to list and inven-

tory environmental components, but also to gauge the sensitivity of

the grasslands environment to trail use. The following discussion

is a comparison of land units in the two study areas and an analysis

of the sensitivity of these units to trail use. This information is

subsequently used in the development of sensitivity indices for each

study area.

To determine if the land units as defined by the parametric

classification were indeed different, a T-test of mean bulk density

and penetrometer values was conducted. The T-test of bulk density

values did not reveal a significant difference between land units.

This was due to the uniform nature of the soil in the study area,

and also when conducting the analysis, the soil samples had to be

disturbed. However, as indicated in Table 8, there was a noticeable

difference in bulk density values between land units and between sites

located on and off trails. These values indicated that trail use results

in increased soil compaction from 12 to 37 per cent on trails. Compaction

is greater on more intensively used trails, such as the Jones Creek

Trail (south slopes), and the Peaceful Valley hiking and equestrian

trail (valley complex and floodplain, Figure 2). Lower bulk densities
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TABLE 8
, Summary of Research Results

�
Ii

l

22 7.2 10.2 58 125 6.2

Mean Mean Mean Infi ltrat ion
Bul k Dens ity Penetrometer Mean Moi sture Rates Aes-

J Soil On Off On Off Slope On Off On Off thet i cs

�LandUnit Texture (9.cc.) (9.cc.) (degrees) % (ml./mm.) ( /10)
�TheodoreRoosevelt National Park

1. 44 1. 16 4.5 1.5South loam/sand ( . 15 ) ( . lS) ( . 01 ) ( .29)
loam 1. 29 1. OS 4.4 1.8North

( .09) ( .OS) ( .06) ( . 12 )
1. 32 1. 11 4.3 2.2Tableland loam

( .C6) ( .08) ( . 11) ( .06)
Alluvial de-

1.5 ( . 12) 4.3 3.30Floodplain pos i ts z l oams
( .OS) ( . 15) ( .25) ( . 14)

__.

sandy-loams
1. 56 1.4 4.3 3.0Va11ey sandy-loam ( . 07) ( .04) ( .20) ( . 10)

��QeQ���_§����l����_��!!Q��l_����
clay 1. 2S loSSouth
clay-loam ( . 1 3 ) ( .61_)
silt loam 1.16 1.4North
sandy loam ( . 12 ) ( .21)
clay 1. 33 3.5Tableland
clay loam ( .20) ( . 16)

1 . 1 3 2.2Floodplain sandy loam
( .07) ( .35)

silt loam 1. 23 2.SVa11ey sandy loam ( .09) ( .40)

Nuinbersin brackets represent Standard Deviation.

24 5.67.S 11.1 89 445

10 130 4.S7.8 9.4 50

4 8.1 12.2 103 540

5 6.0 11.9 1.445 93

24 157.2 5.47.8

19 340 512.38

8.6 10 3.8150

4, 64 4.89.6

6 53 37.5

Theinformation is used to determine lund unit sensitivity. For example, high bulk densities and pene t rome t.er
valuesand 101'/ i n f i l t r a t i on fates indicate soil compaction.
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were noted on trails on north slopes and tablelands (Ridgeline trail)

where trail use was less intensive.

The T-test of penetrometer results did reveal differences

between land units in both study areas.* In contrast to the bulk density

analysis, the soil was not disturbed during the penetrometer analysis,

thus accounting for more accurate T-test results. Based on soil

surface resistance to the penetrometer there is a definite distinction

between land units in each study area. Table 8 shows the difference

between soil penetration resistances on and off trails. As in the

bulk density analysis, more intensively used areas (Jones Creek Trail)

were most compacted. Penetrometer resistance increased by 200 per

cent on the Jones Creek Trail. Higher penetrometer values are associated

with trails and recreation nodes as compared to unused areas.

Slope'measurements indicated that land units can be compared

and distinguish�d by slope topography. Table 8 shows that in both

study areas south facing slopes are steepest, followed by north facing

slopes, tablelands, the valley plain, and, finally, the floodplain.

Based on slope topography similar land units exist in Theodore Roosevelt

National Park and the proposed Grasslands National Park. Also, within

each study area slope measurements can be used to identify different

1 and units.

In both study areas, steeper slopes will be more susceptible

to erosion. Thus, trail use which removes vegetation and loosens

the soil will have the greatest impact on steep slopes. South facing

* Confidence levels of 95% were used in the T-test analysis.
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slopes are most sensitive to trail use due to the steep slope and

absence of vegetation to hold the soil in place. North facing slopes,

although steep, have an excellent vegetation cover to hold the soil,

thus restricting erosion and compaction to the trail only. The other

land units are not greatly affected by slope due to low slope

angle and well developed vegetation.

Soil texture analysis indicated that finer textured, clay

dominant soils are more susceptible to compaction than coarse textured

sands and silts. To substantiate these results, it was noted that

bulk density and penetrometer measurements were higher on compacted

clay and clay-loam soils compared to measurements on sandy-clays,

loams or silt soils. It should be noted that soil texture alone

does not give an accurate prediction of compaction. Although some

soils may be more susceptible to compaction than others, variables

such as vegetation and slope must also be considered. (Table 8 gives

the soil texture for each land unit in each study area).

In the two study areas, infiltration rates were highest on

north facing slopes not affected by trail use. This was due to the

abundance of vegetation on these slopes which resulted in a good

litter layer, high organic matter content and porous soils, all of

which aid in soil water conduction. Tablelands and south slopes also

had good infiltration rates. In both areas, the floodplain and valley

plain land units had lowest infiltration rates. This was possibly

due to the higher water table on the floodplain, and the effects of

grazing and soil compaction in these areas. In Theodore Roosevelt
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National Park, the impact from recreation in these land units is

also an important factor.

Infiltration rates and soil moisture were reduced on trails

(Table 8), the amount of reduction varying with vegetation cover,

topography and soil type. Infiltration rates were reduced by up to

500 per cent on trails on north facing slopes. Soils on these slopes

had a fine clay-loam texture. The decrease in soil pore space,

responsible for air and water conduction, as a result of trail use

caused the decrease in infiltration. Soil moisture was also reduced

on trails by up to 50 per cent. Poor infiltration rates and exposure

of the soil to insolation as a result of trail use and removal of

vegetation resulted in reduced soil moisture content.

Evaluation of visual resources indicated that the dissected

badlands had the highest aesthetic appeal in both study areas. On

a scale of 1 to ·10, badlands in Theodore Roosevelt National Park and

the proposed Grasslands National Park received average values of

6.2 and 5.4 respectively; north slopes had average values of 5.0;

floodplain areas were the next most appealing at 4.8; the uplands

were rated at 3.8; the valley plain was the least appealing with

average ratings of 3 and 3.4. Landscape evaluations would likely be

higher if the observers had been actually situated in the grassland

environment. Photographs of landscapes used in the analysis of

visual resources are shown in Appendix C.

Research also indicated that each land unit is characterized

by a unique vegetation composition. Abouguendia and Coupland (1977)
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Land units in the two study areas were compared using the

classified land units in the proposed Grasslands National Park as did

Stewart (1974) for Theodore Roosevelt National Park. Vegetation collec-

ted as a part of this research was very similar to vegetation land

units described in these studies.

vegetation collected in this study. Table 9 is a summary of abundant

. vegetation species common to land units in the two areas. Appendix A
I

is a comprehensive list of vegetation collected in each study area

as part of this study. (Common vegetation names, Budd and Best(1969»)

TABLE 9

Vegetation Common to Similar Land Units in Theodore Roosevelt National

Park and the Propo�ed Grasslands National Park

woolly yarrow (Achillea lanulosa)

V') V') I >, I
J::Q)J::Q) Q)V') Q)C-OC:
+.l CL +.l CL .-- -0 ..-.,... c·,...
!-O ::lO..nc:.--ro oro
Or- 0.-- roro n::s,.....- r-r-r-r-

cV') V') V') +-> .-- >CL4-CL

X X X

X X X X X

X X

X

X X X X X

X X X X X

X

X X

X X X

X

X

X

X

X

Vegetation

western wheatgrass (Agropyron smithii)

slender wheatgrass (Agropyron trachycaulum)

prairie onion (Allium textile)
hoa ry sage (Artemi s i a cana)
pasture sage (A. frigida)
prairie sagewort (A. ludoviciania)
Nuttall's atriplex (Atriplex nuttallii)
blue grama

Japanese chess

harebell

pale comandra

rabbit bush

(Bouteloua gracilis)
(Bromus japonicus)

(Campanula rotundifolia)

(Comandra palli�a)
(chrysathamnus nauseosus)

short tansy mustard (Descarainia pinnata)
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V) V) I >,V) V)
..c QJ ..cQJ QJV) QJC �-:::
� 0.. �o.. ,..---o,...._,..._ 0.-
1-0 �o .oc..-ro O�

Vegetation
0.- o� roro to-- ��

CV) V) V) �..- > 0.. ....... Cl.

si 1 ver 'dol fberry tE1aeagnus commutata) x

branched eriogonum �Eriogonum multiceps) x x

northern beds tr-aw (Galium boreale) x x

scarlet gaura (Gaura cocci nea) x x

vJild licorice (Glycyrrhiza lepidota) x

common juniper (Juniperus communis) x x

creeping juniper ( J. horizontalis) x x x

June grass (Koeleria cristata) x x x x

branched pepper- (Lepidium ramosissimum) x x
grass

Ye 11 m'l fl ax (Linum rigdum pursh) x x x

yello\,1 S\'/eet
(Melilotus officinalis) x

clover

prickly pear cactus(Opuntia polyacantha) x x x

beard tongue tPentstemon angustifolia) x

common plantain (Plantago purshii) x x

plains bluegrass (Poa arida) x

canbyi bluegrass (Poa canbyi) x x x

Kentucky bluegrass (Poa prate'lsis) x

poplar (Populus deltoides) x

silver leaved
(Psoralea argophy1la) x

psoralea
x

lance-leaved
(P. 1anceolata pursh) x x

psoralea
low p�'airie rose (Rosa arkansana) x x x

Russian thistle (Sa1s01a kali) x

qreas ewocd (Sarcobatus vermiculatus) x

buffa 1 oberry (Shepherctia nrgentea)
10",1 goldenrod (Solidago rnissouriensis) x

scarlet globe- (Sphaerolacea coccinea) x x
mallow

spear grass (Stipa comata) x x

green needlegrass (S. viridula) x x x x x

western sCc1blite (Suacda dcprcssa) x

we s tern snowberry (Symphoricarpos occidcntalis) x x x x

American vetch (Vicia americana) x x
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Higher moisture conditions in Theodore Roosevelt National Park

result in a more diverse vegetation community in this park compared

to the proposed Grasslands National Park. Consequently, vegetation

species on south slopes in Theodore Roosevelt National Park were

similar to those found on both south and north facing slopes in the

proposed Grasslands National Park.

The vegetation anal�sis also revealed that particular

species of grasses and shrubs are more resilient to trail use than

others. Table 10 lists those species found on and adjacent to trails.

Grasses and woody shrubs were the most trampling-resistant plants.

This is due to the morphology of these plants. For example, spear

grass (Stipa comata) is deeply rooted, adapted to dry locations, and

has tillers for reproduction. Western wheatgrass (Agropyron smithii)

is a drought resistant species, having roots to a depth of eight

feet and creeping rhizomes. June grass (Koe1eria cristata) is adapted

to dry conditions and flowers early in June during periods of higher

moisture in the grasslands.

The relationship between the results of each method were

analyzed in a correlation analysis (Figure 12). Figure 12.1 indicates

that as bulk density increases, soil moisture content decreases.

For example, soils with bulk densities of 1.64 and 1.21 grams/cubic

centimetre on the Jones Creek Trail had soil moisture contents of

8.1 and 14.2 per cent, respectively. Bulk density measurements were

correlated with infiltration rates to show that as bulk density

increased, infiltration rates decreased (Figure 12.2). Penetrometer
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Peaceful Valley -

Floodplain Complex

Vegetation

spear grass (Stipa comata)
western wheatgrass (Agropyron smithii)
yellow sweet clover (Melilotus offic;nalis)
branched pepper grass (Lepidium ramosissiumum)
Canada fleabane (Erigeron canadensis)
hoary sagebrush (Artemisia eana)
short-fruited tansy mustard (Descurainia pinnata)
whorled milkweed (Asclepias vertictllata)
scarlet gaura (Gaura coccinea)

spear grass (Stipa comata)
June grass (Koeleria cristata)
short tansy mustard (Descurainia pinnata)
branched pepper grass (Lepidium ramosissimum)
blue lettuce (Lactuca pulchella)
Indian breadroot (Psoralea esculenta)
prairie onion (Allium textile)
wild licorice (Glycyrrhiza lepidota)

western wheatgrass (Agropyron smithii)
black medick (Medicago lupulina)
green needle grass (Stipa viridula)
spear grass (Stipa comata)
sand grass (Calamovilfa longifolia)
yellow sweet clover (Melilotus officinalis)
western snowberry (Symphoricarpos occidental is)
woolly yarrow (Achillea lanulosa)
June grass (Koeleria cristata)
Japanese cress (Bromus japonicus)
poverty weed (Iva axillaris)
pas ture sage CArtemi s ia fri q ida )

TABLE 10

Theodore Roosevelt National Park

On Trail Vegetation
1

Location

Jones Creek Trail

Ridgel ine Trail

Vegetation was most abundant at the beginning and end of trails as users

were dispersed away from the center of the trail.
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and bulk density values had a positive correlation (Figure 12.3).

As bulk density increased due to trail use and compaction, penetrometer

resistance values also increased. A comparison of penetration

values and infiltration rates indicated an inverse relationship

(Figure 12.4). Infiltration rates decreased at an average rate of

28 millilitres/minute for each kilogram per square inch increase in

penetrometer resistance.

These correlations represent direct comparisons of values

obtained at sample plots, not average land unit values such as those

given in Table 8. They indicate the interrelationship of various

methods used in this study to measure environmental sensitivity to

trails. An understanding of these relationships is important in

that the use of anyone research method will produce results which

relate to other methods. For example, results of the penetrometer

analysis may be used as an indication of soil water infiltration and

bulk density, thus providing more useful information.

The classification revealed that similar land units exist

in the proposed Grasslands National Park and Theodore Roosevelt National

Park. However, there is some variation in the topography, soils

and vegetation. In Theodore Roosevelt National Park, the badlands

and dissected uplands are much more pronounced and more rugged than

in the proposed Grasslands National Park. This accounted for the

higher aesthetic evaluations of this landscape. Soils in Theodore

Roosevelt National Park were also of a coarser texture, consisting

of sandy-loam and silt-loams, while those of the proposed Grasslands
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FIGURE 12.1: PER CENT MOISTURE VERSUS BULK DENSITY
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FIGURE 12.3: REGRESSION ANALYSIS - BULK DENSITY VS. PENETROMETER
*
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National Park were primarily clay and clay-loam dominant soils.

The lack of soil variability made it difficult to use soil texture

as a differentiating factor in land unit descriptions and sensitivity

analysis. Vegetation in Theodore Roosevelt National Park is more

diverse and abundant, comprised of both tall and mixed grasses and

a well-developed shrub-tree component. The proposed Grasslands

National Park is characterized by a mixed grass community w�th the

restriction of shrubs and trees to the moister areas - coulees, de

pressions and floodplain.

Based on the results of the environmental, statistical and

comparative analysis, each land unit is characterized by a particular

topography, soils and vegetation related to geology, climate and

geomorphology of the region. This shows that the two classification

systems can be used to describe similar land units; the parametric

classification is a refinement of the land systems approach and land

units delineated in the morphogenetic classification. Thus, the

study areas have been divided into separate land units necessary

for gauging the sensitivity of the grasslands landscape to trail use.

Sensitivity Matrices

Base information on the grass1and's biophysical resources

and trail impact measurements have been summarized in sensitivity

matrices. Each land unit is characterized by a particular geology,

geomorphology, topography, soils, and vegetation, and will have a

particular response to trail use. This response has been determined
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by a comparative analysis of land units in the proposed Grasslands

National Park and Theodore Roosevelt National Park where trails are

well-developed and used. Based on this analysis, the sensitivity

to trails is presented in the matrices.

The matrix is similar to that proposed by Leopold et al

(1971). However, it differs in that,it is being adapted to a

mid-latitude continental grassland environment and the matrices are

reduced to consider only those actions and biophysical resources

pertinent to this study. A separate matrix is prepared for each

land unit delineated in the land classification.

To understand the magnitude and importance values in the

land unit matrices, a sensitivity scale was devised and is shown in

Table 11. This table summarizes research results showing the relation-

ship between the condition of environmental components and the sensitivity

of the landscape as defined by these components. When filling in

the land unit matrices, research results listed in Tables 8 and 10

are compared to the sensitivity scale in Table 11 to help determine

impact magnitude and importance. The sensitivity chart together

with the literature review and research results form the basis for

determining the magnitude/importance values. These figures are given

in Table 12 for each land unit studied in the terrain sensitivity

analysis,

Land Unit Sensitivity

The environmental study and sensitivity analysis indicate
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TABLE 11

Sensitivity Indices*

1 _ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Soil Tex- 1 sandY-loa� and loam soils Iloam - I loam 1 loam - silt -I s i l ty-.c 1 ay
ture I I I sand silt loam

l
r--

<.>

(sandy-loam, fine to very
fine sandy-loam)

Bu1 k 1.2 to 1.3 g./cc.
density I I--' :

__.

+:> g./cc. (1.2 g./cc. when underly-
ing material is 1.3 g./
cc. )

Penetrom- 2.5 to 3.4 kg./sq.cm.
eter .

I Ikg./sq.cm.
(2.41bs./sq.cm.)

I I

(loam, loamy-sand) (silt
loam)

(sandy -

clay -

loam)

(c 1 ay - (s i lty-
loam clay)
silt (sandy

cl ay)

sand;
clay

f

10

1.2 kg./ 3.4-4
sq.cm. kg./sq.

cm.

clay and
riverbank
sands

<;

( coarse

sand, or

ganic
soils)

1.35 - 1.4 11.1-1.191 1.5 11 .6 - 1.8 and .8
1.45 . 8 - 1.0 lbs./sq. in .

I
(1. 3) I (1.3) I (1 .2) I I (1.0) I ( 1.0 sand, organic

soils)
I

Soil
drainage

well-drained �oderatelY well
drained, no com

paction

I

( 1 . 1- 2. 3 1 bs . /
sq.in.)

(rapidly we l l+
drained)

(moderately well-
. drained)

I I

4.1-4.5 kg./sq.cm.
. 7 -

. 9 kg. / sq. cm.

I I
(4.7 lbs./sq.cm.; 50 lbs.

/sq.in. )

I

4.6 or

I
(85 1 bs . / sq. in.)

Imperfectly
drained; some

compaction

(Imperfect 1 Y
drained)

i

poorly
drained

(poorly
drained)

.5 kg./
sq.cm.

very poorly
drained; heavy
compaction

(very poorly
drained;
high water
t-",hl", I

very rapi d

ly drained
sands;
marsh areas

surface
water
tables

(fl ooded
lands)
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TABLE 11 (continued) Sensitivity Indices*

2 3 7 9 104 5 6 8

U1

Vegeta- upland grass tree-shrub-qras s Flood- upland dissected uplands fl cod- eroded bad-
tion SBA . SA Complex plain meadow partially eroded; plain lands

I I upland meadows
and saline land vege- marsh

marsh tation

(Grasslands, meadows, sa- (sub-alpine mead- (lodgepole pine and (Douglas fir,sub- (alpine
vannahs)

.

ows) spruce forest type; alpine fir with tundra)
well vegetated un- a mesophytic
derstory) understory )

Slope 1 - 3 4 - 7 7 - 9 10 --14 15 - 19 20 - 25 25 - 30 30 - 40 40
01

I
10

(2 - 9) 10 - 25 36

Values in brackets are the findings of the literature; those not contained in brackets are the findings
of the researcher.
The Tablels values are not interrelated. A particular soil texture will not necessarily have that
bulk density value in the same column or vice versa. A rapidly well-drained soil is not necessarily
chara�teristic of upland grass communities or penetrometer values of 2.5 to 3.4.
The Table is for an individual assessment of each factor only.
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that dissected south facing slopes and badlands are most sensitive

to trail use. A combination of factors cause this. The topography

has a mean slope of 24 degrees. Trail use on such slopes will cause

the soils and vegetation to be trampled and denuded, leading to erosion

and slope instability. Overland flow will easily occur during intense

summer rainstorms and the thin mantle of surface soil will be removed.

The impact magnitude of trails will be high with respect to slope.

However, the importance will be less due to the large extent of

the land unit and the relatively small size of the trail.

Soils will also be affected because of the predominance

of clay fractions. Clay soils are easily compacted, leading to a

reduction in soil water permeability and subsequently, erosion and

removal of soil. Once again the impact magnitude will be high,

but the importance low due to the relative size of the land unit and

trails.

Vegetation is sparse on south slopes dominated by grasses

and a few small shrubs. The downward force of hiking boots on the

- 116 -

slope will trample and tear out vegetation. Such vegetation is

essential for slope and·soil stability, holding the soil in place

and preventing overland flow. Removal of slope vegetation will have

a high impact magnitude and importance, further accentuating the

overall impact on the land unit.

Slope aspect should also be considered. South facing

slopes receive a greater amount of insolation than other slope aspects.

This limits vegetation and soil development (high evaporation and
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transpiration rates) on the slope. If soils and vegetation are

altered by trails, the high insolation will bake the soils, producing

a hard surface crust impervious to vegetation regeneration and in

filtration. This will have a further impact on wildlife as the

warmer south slopes are important winter feeding grounds for ungulates.

Loss of vegetation on these slopes will have a high impact magnitude

and medium importance for critical wildlife wintering areas. Summer

wildlife habitats will not be greatly affected. Man-animal confront

ations and interferences will be minimal as the land unit is ex

tensive, made up of a maze of corridors, coulees and small valleys.

The sensitivity of this land unit is the highest of all

units in the study areas. Impacts can be effectively reduced by

restricting trails to the base of slopes or to better vegetated coulees.

Dissected Uplands

Dissected uplands (not of the badland type) such as those

of north facing slopes will have a low trail impact magnitude and

importance. The mean slope angle is 19 degrees north to northeast.

This aspect allows greater soil moisture retention through reduced

insolation rates. Slopes are stabilized by well-developed vegetation

and soil components. An abundant grass-shrub community reduces the

impact of rainfall and precludes overland flow. Removal of vegetation

by treading will be restricted to the trail area while growth will

continue immediately adjacent to the edge of the path (as noted on

the Ridgeline Trail - Figure 2).
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Wildlife habitats will be the most impacted component of the

Soils are of a coarser texture (sandy-loams) than those

of south slopes (claY-loams). Sandy-loams and silt-loam soils

characteristic of these slopes are less susceptible to compaction and

have better soil water infiltration. Vegetation will regenerate

easier in soils which are less compacted, such as those found on

north slopes.

north slopes. Important habitats exist for sharp-tailed grouse,

sage grouse, deer and prairie dog. Interference by recreationists

will have a significant impact magnitude and importance on these

habitats.

Generally, however, north facing slopes will only be

moderately affected; the greatest impact being on wildlife habitats.

Moderate slopes'and well developed vegetation and soils will act

together to mitfgate trail impacts.

Frenchman River Valley

The Frenchman River Valley has low sensitivity ratings

to trail use. The slope of the land unit ranges from 3 to 8 degrees,

ensuring that surface drainage occurs, yet slope instability is

not a factor. Trails will have a relatively low impact magnitude

on slope characteristics.

Soils are chiefly regosols with a predominant clay and

clay-loam fraction. Fine textured soils are highly susceptible to

compaction and thus are highly susceptible (high magnitude) to impact.
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However, given the extensiveness of the land unit, the importance

of this impact is negligible. Vegetation is dominated by short

grasses, and much of the area has been extensively grazed and trampled.

Although the vegetation has been affected (density and diversity),

it appeared resilient to trampling. Since the impact from hiking

trails is less than that of grazing, it is likely that vegetation will

increase in density and diversity once the park is eatablished and

grazing is removed from the core area. Trails will have both a

low impact magnitude and importance on vegetation in the river valley.

Wildlife will also not be significantly impacted. Although

critical wildlife habitats are located on the valley floor (prairie

dog colonies, sage grouse habitat), the extensiveness of the terrain

unit will mitigate any significant impact.

Tablelands

Trail impact in the tableland area will be negligible.

This land unit is not a particularly attractive recreation environment

due to the uniformity of the terrain and vegetation and the evidence

of agriculture in the area. Of notable significance is the potential

for scenic viewing of the entire Frenchman River Valley, as well as

the historical interpretation of Indian teepee rings.

A knob and kettle topography, chernozemic soils, and

well developed grassland vegetation are factors which will reduce

any significant trail impact. The magnitude of trails will be moderate

only where roads or trails lead to a scenic node. Soil compaction
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and loss of vegetation will result where this Occurs. The importance

of this impact will be small given the relative size of this land unit.

However, importance could easily increase if vehicles and people

are allowed to move uncontrolled across the flat uplands.

The River Area

The river area is a diverse and complex assemblage of

marshes, depressions, terraces and a floodplain. It is an attractive

recreation environment which may be greatly affected by trail use.

The terrain is gently sloping (mean-value of 4 degrees) and will not

be greatly affected by trail use. Slope anomalies such as those

leading into depressions of the steep fronts of river terraces will

have a higher impact magnitude, but of very low importance due to

the vegetative stability of the slopes.

Soils are chiefly regosols with gleysols occurring in poorly

drained areas. A sandy-loam texture allows soils to be predominantly

well-drained and only moderately compacted in most areas. Soil

impacts will be negligible - hence a low magnitude/importance - except

for poorly drained sites such as marshes. A well developed grass-

shrub-tree complex precludes any significant vegetation impact.

Once again, however, lowland depressions have a fragile vegetation

community which vii 1 1 have a high impact magnitude if trails are

developed through these areas.

Trails will have the greatest impact on wildlife resources.

The floodplain with its diverse vegetation community and source of
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water forms an important wildlife habitat for many grassland animals.

Interference by recrea tioni s ts wil l have a hi gh impact magni tude

and importance as the floodplain is a relatively narrow land unit

adjacent to the river.

In summary, the greatest impact from tra il s wi 11 occur

in badland areas where slopes are steep and soils and vegetation are

poorly developed .. Impact will also be high in areas of poor drainage

(marshes), and near wildlife communities (prairie dog colonies).

The sensitivity indices (Table 11) and matrices (Table 12)

are useful for showing where impacts will occur. However, to more ef

fectively display this information, a geomorphological map of the study
area (proposed Grasslands National Park) has been prepared.

"
it 'W' '_'"_'__..)

Geomorphological Map

The geomorphological map is a valuable tool in environmental

impact analysis for depicting the relevant landform, materials and

processes. It involves converting a simple topographic map into a

purpose-ori:r.ted map containing the sensitivity information usef�l

for environmental management needs.

Specific information is presented on land units and their

components (soils, vegetation, aesthetics) found in the study area,

together with an evaluation of the sensitivity of each land unit.

This is an efficient and useful means of summarizing and communicating

research results.

The mapping of the surface form is the first step in
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geomorphological mapping, followed by an interpretation of each

land unit, its genesis and the processes operating upon it. An

evaluation of each land units sensitivity to and capability for

trail use is the final step. This information is collectively

presented on an overlay of the study area.

A geomorphological map of Core Area A of the proposed

Grasslands National Park is shown in Figure 13. A contour base

map is used and terrain units depicted on the overlay. Land unit

characteristics along with their sensitivity to development and

recreation potential are also given.
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Terrain.SensitivHy Matrices
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS
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The purpose of this research was to develop terrain sensi

tivity indices for trail use in the proposed Grasslands National

Park in southwestern Saskatchewan. It was the first such study
conducted in a grassland environment, using two similar parks ( the

proposed Grasslands National Park and Theodore Roosevelt National

Park) for comparison in determining impacts. Further, it was the

first such study to adopt and'utilize a Leopold matrix technique for

assessing impacts and presenting sensitivity indices. As a result

of this research and the use of these methods, Core Area A of the

proposed Grasslands National Park has been studied and its sensitivity

to, and capability for, trail recreation activities determined.

The area encompassing the proposed park is a unique bio

physical environment. Recreation activities associated with national

parks will have a direct impact on the resources of the area: the

topography, vegetation\ wildlife, and visual resources. Hiking,

nature and equestrian trails, scenic viewing and landscape interpre

tation are types of activities which will have an impact on the

grasslands environment.

As a means to mitigate trail impacts, and to allow effective

development and management of recreation facilities, a terrain sensi

tivity analysis was conducted on Core Area A of the proposed park.

To properly measure and gauge the effects of trails, a comparative

study was conducted using Theodore Roosevelt National Park as an

example of a trail impacted environment. Theodore Roosevelt National

Park has a well developed trail system in a similar grassland environ

ment.
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Landscape units in the two study areas were compared and

classified to ensure a logical basis for the sensitivity indices.

The classification concluded that the study areas have similar bio

physical characteristics and that trail impacts are occurring with-

in Theodore Roosevelt National Park, on the topography, vegetation,

50ils, wildlife and aesthetic resources. Since the areas· bio

physical characteristics are similar, the impact of trails in this

park were extrapolated and used to predict where trail impacts will

occur in the proposed Grasslands National Park. A sensitivity an

alysis was conducted ( using the biophysical classification as a

basis) to determine trail sensitive land units in the proposed Grass

lands National Park. The sensitivity of land units is given in

reduced and modified Leopold matrices, and the results of the matrices

depicted on a geomorphological map.

Research clearly indicated that the proposed Grasslands

National Park contains unique biophysical characteristics. The

terrain comprises elevated uplands (tablelands), dissected slopes,

and the Frer,;::,:-,mai� Ri ver, its va 11 ey and tri buta ry coul ees. Veget3-

tion is of the mixed prairie associati�n not represented in the

existing National Park system. Two distinctive vegetation communi

ties, the Stipa-Bouteloua-Agropyron and the Stipa-Agropyron, comprise

the climax azonal vegetation, and are superimposed on a variety of

sub-climax plant communities. A number of rare plant species have

also been recorded in the proposed park (Maher et al, 1979). A
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wide variety of fauna exists in the study area, including rare birds,

amphibians, reptiles and mammals. Of notable significance are the

prairie dog colonies, rattlesnake hibernaculum, eagle nesting areas

and sage grouse strutting grounds. A colorful and interesting

history of the region presents a unique opportunity for historical

and cultural interpretation. The Wood Mountain NWMP Post, Jean

Louis Legare Trading Post, and the Fort Walsh-Wood Mountain Trail

are historical resources of interest to visitors.

A review of literature on trail impacts concluded that

recreational use of the proposed Grasslands National Park will have

a significant effect on environmental components - soils, topography,

vegetation, wildlife and aesthetics. Soil compaction, denudation of

vegetation, alteration of drainage patterns, erosion and interference

with wildlife habitats are environmental impacts associated with

trails. The literature review gave a further indication of what

methods were available to measure impacts. It provided a "yardstick"

by which to gauge the success of the research, and it served as a

basis by which to perceive and understand problems of trail impacts

being addressed in this study.

To ascertain the impact of trails in the proposed park,

topography, vegetation and soils analysis were conducted in previously

classified landscape units. Trail compaction was measured using

bulk density and penetrometer tests. The effects of treading on soil

water permeability was measured using soil moisture content measurements

and infiltrometer tests to record the rate of soil water infiltration
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Vegetation sampling indicated the resilience of particular plant

species and the reaction of others to trail use. An analysis of visual

landscape aesthetics served to reveal which land units had the highest

aesthetic attraction to allow for an optimum recreation experience.

Collectively, this information was used for gauging environmental

sensitivity to trails.

Research results compared favourably with results of

research reviewed in the literature. Trail use showed a definite

impact on vegetati on, and soil characteristi cs in Theodore Roosevelt .

National Park. This information was extrapolated and used to evaluate

the sensitivity of the proposed Grasslands National Park to trail

use.

Results varied between study areas and also between land

units as a result of differences in climate, geology, topography,

soils and vegetation composition; the degree of impact is intimately

assoc i ated with these factors. However, it was concl uded that

trail use produced increases in soil bulk density and penetrometer

resistance values, while reducing infiltration rates and soil

moisture content. It resulted in a loss or change in vegetation

composition on and near the trails. Research specifically indicated

that the floodplain landscape is the most resilient to, and suitable

for trail use. Vegetation and soils are well developed relative to

other landscape units. Soils are well draine� (except for floodplain

marsh a�eas) and the topography and slope is gentle enough to reduce
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is capable of withstanding the highest impact, based on research'

the potential for soil erosion. The variety of vegetation - tall to

low shrubs and grasses - and the abundance of wildlife at and near

the river produce an aesthetically attractive trail environment.

The floodplain landscape (Peaceful Valley Riding Academy) in

Theodore Roosevelt National Park was obviously the most impacted by

equestrian trails. However, it was also apparent that this unit

findings; vegetative abundance, topography, drainage, and the fact

that soils were only moderately compacted in severely trampled areas.

Due to the biophysical similarity between this land unit and the flood-

plain area of the Frenchman River, it is reasonable to conclude that

the floodplain landscape in the proposed Grasslands National Park

will be the most capable of sustaining trail use. This is indicated

in the sensitivity matrix, by relatively low magnitude/importance

ratings.

The flat tablelands and valley plain in the proposed park

area have only limited potential for trail development. The topo

graphy is relatively flat to gently rolling with minimal variation in

vegetation (as compared to the vegetative strata of the floodplain).

These areas are most suitable for access to trail or recreation nodes

(primitive camping, interpretive areas, scenic and wildlife viewing

areas) .

In general, suitability of the proposed Grasslands National

Park to trail development is dependent on the ecosystem's resilience

and ability to sustain trail use. Excellent opportunity does exist
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(slopes, vegetation) is not capable of sustaining visitor pressure

for development of trails for biophysical and historical interpretation,

and for access to scenic and activity nodes. However, it must be

realized that any area of the grasslands cannot withstand intensive

recreational use without severely impairing environmental quality.

Only a minimal level of trail development should take place and this

may include visitor interpretive services, hiking and equestrian

trails, nature trails, scenic nodes and perhaps some primitive

camping facilities. Park access should be restricted as the landscape

which would result from uncontrolled access to the area. Visitors

should be guided through the park, restricted to designated roads,

pull-offs, scenic lookouts and trails. Access to the badlands or

back country area should also be monitored.

It is also possible that visitor use of the park will have

to be restricted to those periods when grasses are not in an extremely

flammable condition. A "prairie fire index" may be necessary to

monitor fire conditions, similar to the index utilized in the forest

and parkland zones.

Additional Research Requirements

Although research did provide a comprehensive sensitivity

analysis of the study area for trail use, this information should be

used for other types of impact analysis. Oil and gas exploration

will take place before the establishment of the park, and will invariably

have an impact on the proposed park environment. Information from
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this research should serve as a basis for identifying sensitive areas

susceptible to impact from resource exploration. A large scale map

delineating unique features would help to identify areas sensitive to

development. This would be a further refinement of the geomorphic

map contained herein.

Additional work is required outlining the impact of trails

on wildlife. An example in point is Theodore Roosevelt National Park

where roads and trails intrude into natural habitats such as the

prairie dog colonies and back country wildlife habitats. Accessibility

to these habitats may affect wildlife by altering feeding habits,

movement and behaviour of animals.

Additional research is also required to determine the impact

which present land use practices have had on the grasslands ecosystem.

Agrarian practices, particularly cattle ranching, have had a notable

impact on vegetation and soils. Reductions in species variety and

compacted soils are evidence of this, noted in the study area.

Areas which have been severely impacted should be delineated and

managed so as to allow them to return to their natural state. This

may require temporary zoning of areas to prevent recreational use

until such areas are capable of sustaining use.

The establishment of a Grasslands National Park will be a

fulfillment and realization of public interest that has spanned

more than 25 years. It will be a commitment to preserving an area

of natural grassland unlike any other in North America for future
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generations. Preservation can only be ensured by proper land use

planning and ecosystem management. It is the purpose of this study

to provide a tool by which to better develop and manage the Grasslands

National Park, and it is hoped that this research will be effectively

used for this purpose&
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Agropyron cristatum crested wheatgrass X X X
A. dasystachyum northern wheatgrass X X X

1 A. repens couch grass X
� A. smi thi i western wheatgrass X X X X X X X X X X X
:0

I A. trachycaulurn slender wheatgrass X X X X X X

Agrostis scabra rough hair grass X
t

All i urn textil e prairie onion X X X X

Ambrosia philostachya perennial ragweed X

Amelanchier alnifolia saskatoon X X

Andropogon scoparius little bluestem X

Anemone multifida cut leaved anemone X
Antennaria parvifolia small leaved everlasting X

Arabis d;varicarpa purple rock cress X

Artemisia cana hoary sagebush X X X X X X, X X X X X

A. frigida pasture sage X X X X X X X X X X

A. longifolia long-leaved sage X

A. ludoviciania prairie sagewort X X X X X X X

Asclepias verticil lata whorled milkweed X

Aster adserdens western aster X
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I Beckmannia syzigachne
Bouteloua gracilis
Bromus inermis

B. japonicus
Calamagrostis montanensis

Calamovilfa longifolia
Campanula rotundifolia

Carex atherodes

C. eleocharis

C. filifolia

Chenopodium album

C. leptophyllum
C. prateracola
Chrysopsis villosa

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

white prairie aster

smooth aster

many flowered aster

ascending purple mill: v

nuttall's atriplex
wild oat

slough grass

blue gramma

awnless brome

Japanese chess

plains reedgrass
sandgrass
harebell

awned sedge
lone sedge
three leaved sedge
lamb's quarters
narrow leaved goosefoot

goosefoot
hairy golden aster

rabbitbrush
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l Ionria linearis narrow-leaved collomia X X

nandra pa 11 ida pale comandra X X X X X X

umbull ata comandra spp. X X

rnus stolonifera red osier dogwood X X

schampsia caespitosa tufted hairgrass X

scurainia pinnata short-fruited tansy mu�t«rd X X X

stichlis stricta alkali grass X X

hinacea angustifolia purple leaved cone flower X
,

aeagnus commutata s il verberry X X X X X \ X

eocharis palustris spiked rush X X X

ymus canadensis nodding wild rye X X

ilobium paniculatum annual willowherb X X

uisetum horseta il X

igeron canadensis Canadian fleabane X X X X

glabellus smooth fl eabane X

iogonurn flavum yellow umbrella plant X X X

multiceps branched eriogonum X X X X X

rotia lanata winterfat X

axinus campestris green ash X X

lium boreale northern bedstraw X X X X X X

ura coccinea scar1et gaura X X X
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Gentiana amarella northern gentian X

Geum triflorum torchflower X X

Glycyrrhiza lepidota wild licorice X X X

Grindelia squarrosa gumweed X X

Gutierrezia sarothrae broomweed X X X X
� Haplopappus spinulosus spiny iron plant X,

Hedeoma hispida rough pennyroyal X X X

Hedysarum borea1e northern heady sarum X

Helianthus petiolaris prairie sunflower X X \

Heuchera richardsonii alum root X

Hordeum brachyantherum meadow barley X

H. jubatum wi 1 d barl ey X X X

Hymenopappus filifolius tufted hymenopappus X

Hymenoxys richardsonii Colorado rubberweed X X X X X X
Iva axillaris povertyweed X X X
Juncus balticus baltic rush I

X
J. tenuis slender rush X X X X
Juniperus communis common juniper X X X X
J. horizontalis creeping juniper X X X X X X X X X X
Kochia summer cypress X
Koeleria cristata June grass X X X X v X X X X X X1\
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Plantago major common plantain X X X X X

P. purshii pursh's plaintain X X X X X

Poa arida plains b-luegrass X X X X X X

P. canbyi canby} b-l uegrass X X X X X X X X X X

_:_. P. pra tens is Kentucky bluegrass X X X X

� Polygala alba whi te m il k wort X
I

Polygonum achoreum striate knotweed X

P. aviculare doorweed ,
X X

PQlygonum spp. knotweed X \

Populus deltoides poplar X X X X

P. tremuloides aspen poplar X

Potentilla fruticosa shrubby anguefoil X X

Prunus virginiana red-fruited chokecherry X X
Psora lea argophylla silver leaved psoralea X X X X X X X X X

P. esculenta Indian breadroot X X
P.lanceolata lance-leaved psoralea X X X X X X

Ratibida columnifera prai-rie coneflower X
Rhus aromatica sumuch f'arrri ly X

R. radicans poison ivy X
R. tril oba ta skunkbush X
Ribes setosulll bristly gooseberry X
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Rosa arkansana low prairie rose X X X X X
R. woodsii wood's rose X X X X X X
Rudbeckia hirta black-eyed Susan X X
Rumex mexicanus narrow-leaved rock X

I Salix bebbiana beaked willow X
�S. interior sandbar willow Xof::>

1 Salsola kali Russian thistle X X X
Sarcobatus vermiculatus greasewood

, X X
Scirpus americanus three-square bulrush X \

S. validus great bulrush X
Shepherdia argentea buffalo berry X X X X
Sisymbrium altissimum tumbling mustard X
Smilacina stellata star-flowered solomons X X
Solidago missouriensis low goldenrod X X X
S. mollis velvety goldenrod X
S. rigida stiff goldenrod X
Spartina gracilis alkali cord grass X

Sphaeralcea coccinea scarlet globemallow X X X X X X
Stipa cornata spear grass X X X X
S. spartea western porcupine grass X
S. viridula green needle grass X X X X X X X X X X
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Suaeda depressa wes tern seablite X X X

Symphoricarpos occidentalis western snowberry X X X X X X X X X

Thermopsis rhombifolia golden-bean X X

Tragopogon dubius yellow goat's-beard X X X

I T. porrifo7ius western solsify X

� Typha 1 a t i fa 1 i a common ca tta il X
lJ1

I Vicia americana American vetch X X X X X X X X

Xanthium strumarium cockleburr X

Yucca narrow-leaved yucca X X\

Y. glauca soapweed X

I

I



APPENDIX B

SELECTED WILDLIFE SPECIES

PROPOSED GRASSLANDS NATIONAL PARK

AND

. THEODORE ROOSEVELT NATIONAL PARK
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MAMMALS

Mammals
Proposed Grasslands

National Park

Order Insectivora

Masked shrew

Pigmy shrew

Short-tailed shrew

Chiropter

Order Chiroptera

Little brown bat

Big brown bat

.Red bat

. Hoary bat

Long-eared bat

Small footed bat

Order Lagomorpha

Nuttall's cottontail

Snows hoe ha re

White-tailed jackrabbit

Order Rodentia

Least chipmunk

Richardson's ground squirrel

Thirteen-lined ground squirrel

Franklin's ground squirrel

Black-tailed prairie dog

Northern pocket gopher
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x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

Theodore Roos.
National Park

x

x

x

x

X

X

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

x

X
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Mammals
Proposed Grasslands

National Park

Order Rodentia (cont'd)

Olive-backed pocket mouse x

XAmerican beaver

Western harvest mouse

Deer mouse X

X

X

White-footed mouse

Northern grasshopper mouse

Bushy-tailed woodrat

Gapper's red-backed vole X

X

X

Sagebrush vole

Muskrat

Pra i ri e vo 1 e

Meadow vole X

Western jumping mouse X

American porcupine X

Order Ca rn i vora

Coyote X

Wolf X

X

X

Red fox

S'I/i ft fox

American black bear X

Gri zz ly bear X

Raccoon X
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Theodore Roosevelt
National Park

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X



American badger x

Mammals
Proposed Grasslands

National Park
Theodore Roosevelt

'National Park

Order Carnivora (cont1d)

Long-tailed weasel x x

Least weasel x x

XBlack footed ferret X

Mink

Bobcat

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

XWolverine

Striped skunk X

X

X

River otter

Mountain lion

X

Order Artiodactyla

Mule deer X X

XWhite-tailed deer x

Wapiti

Pronghorn

X

X

X

X

American bison

X

X

Note: Some species may be extinct to the grasslands areas studied
in this research.

Source: Banfield, S.W.F., The Mammals of Canada, University of Toronto
Press. Toronto. 1977

Note: This source list species for all of North America.
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Birds

Order Podicipediformes

Proposed Grasslands
.Nat iona I Park

Horned grebe x

Eared grebe

Wester grebe

Pied-billed grebe

Order Pelicaniformes

x

x

X

White pelican X

Order Ciconiiformes

Great blue heron X

X

X

Black crowned night heron

American bittern

Order Anseriformes

Canada goose X

Ma 11 ard X

XGadwa l l

Pintail X

Green-winged teal X

Blue-winged teal X

Ameri can vIi dgeon X

Northern shoveller X

Redhead X

Cinnamon teal

Lesser scaup X

Ruddy duck X
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Theodore Roosevelt
National Park

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

x

X

x

X

X

X



Birds

Order Falconiformes

Proposed Grasslands
National Park

Turkey vulture x

X

X

X

X

X

Sharp-skinned hawk

Swainson's hawk

Ferruginous hawk

Bald eagle

Marsh hawk

Cooper hawk

Golden eagle

Red ta i 1 ed hawk

Prairie falcon X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Pigeon hawk

Spa rrow hawk

Ruffed grouse

Sharp-tailed grouse

Greater prairie chicken

Ring-necked pheasant

Gray r;z.:'"tr�dge

Perigrine falcon

American kestrel

Order Gruiformes

Sora X

X

X

X

American coot

Kill deer

Common snipe
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Theodore Roosevelt
National Park

x

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X



Proposed Gra�slands Theodore Roosevelt
Birds National Park National Park

Order Gruiformes (cont'd)

Long- bi 11 ed curlew X X

Upland plover X X

Spotted sandpi per X X

�Jill et X X

Marbled god\,11 t X

American avocet X

Hilson's phalarope X X

Ca 1; fcrrri a gull X

Franklin's gull X

Forester's tern X

Common tern X

Black tern X X

Order Columbiformes

r�orning dove X X

Order Cuculiformes

Black-billed cuckoo X X

Order Strigiformes

Great horned owl X X

Burrowi ng 0\'/1 X X

Screech 0\'/1 X

Long-eared 0\'11 X X

Short-eared owl X X

Sew-whet 0\'11 X
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Birds

Order Caprimulgiformes

Common nighthawk

Poorwill

Order Apodiformes

Proposed Grasslands
Nat i ona 1 Pa rk

x

Order Coraciiformes

Ruby-throated hummingbird X

Belted kingfisher

Order Pic i formes

Yellow-shafted flicker

Hairy woodpecker

Downy woodpecker

Red-headed woodpecker

Red-shafted flicker

Eastern kingbird

lties tern ki ngbi rd

Sayls phoebe

Trail1is flycatcher

Least tlycatcher

�illow flycatcher

Western wood pewee

Horned lark

Tree swa 11 QIII

Bank swa 11 ow

Rough-winged swallow

�,
..-:=:;.

X

X

X

Xi

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Theodore Roosevelt
National Park

x

x

X

X

X

x

x

x

x

X

x

X

X

X

x

X

x
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Birds

Order Piciformes (cont'd)

Yellow-headed blackbird

Red-winged blackbird

Baltimore oriole

Bullock's oriole

Brewer's blackbird

Common grackle

Brown-headed cowbird

Scarlet Tanager

Red crossbi 11

Pine siskin

American goldfinch

Rufous-sided towhee

Lark bunting

Lazuli bunting

Indigo bunting

Dickcissel

Rose-breasted grosbeak

Black-headed grosbeak

Savannah sparrow

House spa r row

Grasshopper sparrow

Baird's sparrow

Vesper sparrow

Lark sparrow

-

Proposed Gra?slands
Na ti ona 1 Park

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Theodore Roosevelt
National Park

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

x

X

X

X



Birds

Order Piciformes (cont'd)

Barn swallow

Cliff swallow

Purple martin

Black-billed Magpie
Common crow

Bl ue jay

Black-capped chickadee

House wren

Grey catbird

Brown thresher

American robin

White-breasted nuthatch

Longbilled" plough wren

Veery

Eastern bluebird

Mountain bluebird

Spragues pipit

Cedar waxwing

Loggerhead shrike

COlT'mon starling

Red-eyed vireo

Warbling vireo

Bobolink

Western meadow lark

Proposed Grasslands
National Park

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Theodore Roosevelt
National Park

X

x

x

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

x

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X



Chestnut-collared longspur

Yellow-breasted chat x

Birds
--

Proposed Gra5slands
National Park

Theodore Roosevelt
National Park

Order piciformes (cont'd)

Chipping sparrow

Yellow warbler

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Clay-colored sparrow

McCown's longspur

Brewer's sparrow

X

X

X

X

Fi e 1 d spa rr-ow

Song sparrow

Source: Godfrey, E.W. The Birds of Canada National Museums of Canada.
Bulletin No. 203. Ottawa. 1972

Stewart, R.E. Breedinq Birds of North Dakota. Northern Prairie
Wildlife Research Centre. Jamestown, North Dakota. 1975
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REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
Proposed Grasslands

National ParkAmphibians

Order Caudata

Blotched tiger salamander

Grey tiger salamander

Order Salientia

Plains spadefoot

Great plains toad

Dakota toad

Norther leopard frog

Woodhouse's toad

Swamp cricket - frog

Boreal chorus frog

Manitoba toad

Swamp tree frog

Reptiles

Order Chelonia

Western painted turtle

Common snapping turtle

Spring soft-shelled turtle

Order Squamata

Eastern short-horned lizard

Wandering garter snake

Western plains garter snake

Common garter snake
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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National Park

x

x

X

x
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X

x

x

x
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Reptiles

Order Squamata (cont'd)

Proposed Grasslands
National Park

Theodore Roosevelt
National Park

Plains garter snake x

XRed-sided garter snake

Plains hog-nosed snake X

X

x

Bull snake x

Prairie rattlesnake x X

Western rattlesnake x

Western hog-nosed snake

Eastern hog-nosed snake

X

X

Yellow-bellied racer X

Blue racer X

XSmooth green snake

Gopher snake x
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Source: Logier. E.B.S. and G.C. Toner. Checklist of the Amphibians and
Reptiles of Canada and Alaska. Life Science Division, Royal
Ontario Museum. Toronto. 1961

Barker, W. Amphibians and Reptiles Common to Theodore Roosevelt
National Park. Harper & Low Pub. New York. 1964

Breckenridge, W.J. Reptiles and Amphibians of Minnesota. University
of Mi nnesota Press. Mi nneapo lis. 1944

Conant, R. A Field Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians of Eastern and
C e n t r a 1 rJ 0 r t h Arn e ric a . H 0 ugh ton Miff lin Co. [30 S ton 1 9 7 5



APPENDIX C

LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHS

OF

AESTHETIC QUALITIES AND TRAIL IMPACTS



Proposed Grasslands National Park - South Facing Slopes: Note aspects of
relief, erosion, sparse vegetation cover, and "badland" character of the

topography.
��----�------�----�----

Theodore Roosevelt National Park - South Facing Slopes: The Ibad1and"
character is much more pronounced in this area as compared to the
proposed Grasslands National Park.

r
\
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Proposed Grasslands National Park - View On North Facing Slopes: Note

the increased vegetation on these slopes which make it an attractive
wildlife habitat. The dissected badland character also exists to a

limited extent on north slopes as evid�nced in the background of the photo.

rheodore Roosevelt National Park - North Facing Slopes: Vegetation and

sOils are much better developed on north slopes in this area, compared
to the previous example.
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Proposed Grasslands National Park - Panoramic view from south fating slopes.
Note the dissected pattern of the terrain, contrasts of relief, land use

and vegetation cover.

Proposed Grasslands National Park - Panoramic view from north facing slopes.
Note the more uniform topography compared to the view from the south slopes.
The dissected nature of the topography is the result of tributaries which

drain into the Frenchman River. The truck and tent in the center of the

photo is the location of a research base camp used in this study.
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Proposed Grasslands National Park - Uplands: Note the uniformity of the
topography, and vegetation. This effectively reduces the attractivity of
this land unit for recreation and viewing.

Proposed Grasslands National Park.,.. Upland Slough and Marsh Area: This slough
was one of the more attractive areas in the uplands due to the presence of

water, vegetation diversity, and the attraction of wildlife to the slough.
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Proposed Grasslands National Park - Frenchman River Valley: Note aspects
uniform topography, the extent of the land unit, and the Frenchman River

and badlands in the oackground. The low vegetation growth is associated

with cattle grazing and the prairie dog colony in the foreground.

Theodore Roosevelt National Park - Valley Plain: Note the abundance of

vegetation, and the contrast of relief with the south facing badland

slopes in the background.
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Theodore Roosevelt National Park - Little Missouri River· Note the extent of
the river, its width, the vegetation along the floodplai� and the dissected
uplands in the background.

'

Theodore Roosevelt National Park - River Floodplain; Note the vegetation
strata, and contrasting relief (foreground vs background). The different

slope aspects seen in the background demonstrate the differences in vege

tation development on slopes. The buildings in center of the photo are

the location of the Peaceful Valley Riding Academy.
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Proposed Grasslands National Park - Frenchman River Floodplain: Note
the more abundant vegetation associated with the floodplain, and the
relief of benchlands in the background.
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Theodore Roosevelt National Park:
Valley-Floodplain Complex:
The trail in the centre of the
photo is an equestrian/hiking
trail leading into the badlands.
Note the complete removal of
vegetation from the centre of
the trail, slightly trampled
vegetation adjacent to the trail,
and the increase in vegetation
species and abundance away from
the trail.



Theodore Roosevelt National Park:
These photos are examples of mod
ifications to trails by park of
ficials. In the first example,
on the Jones Creek Trail, the trail
has been mowed to guide and restrict
the hiker to the trail. It also
prevents wildlife confrontations
such as those with snakes which
live in the sagebrush/grass commun

ities.
The second example shows log form
steps along the Ridgeline Trail.
This effectively reduces erosion
and the slope angle which the hiker
must ascend.
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Theodore Roosevelt National Park:
Each of these photos shows the impact
of trails on the grasslands environ
ment. The first example shows the
'impact of an equestri an trail on a

south facing slope. The removal of

vegetation on and adjacent to the
trail and the rills caused by poor
infiltration are resultant impacts.
This reduces the visual and recreation
quality of the area.

The second example shows the impact
of uncontrolled use of a hill located
across from Cottonwood Campground.
Removal of vegetation and significant
erosion have resulted. Also note the
contrast in vegetation on the north an(

south aspects of the slope.
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